Ajana, Hadley
Obesity and Recovering through Motherhood in the book _Mothers,
Addiction, and Recovery: Finding Meaning through the Journey_
The essay appears in an anthology of personal accounts, research, treatment approaches, and policy commentary exploring women's experiences of mothers in
the context of addiction.
Hadley is licensed to practice law in California and New York and holds a master's
degree in history from SDSU. She is a mother to an active six-year-old boy and
works locally as a tax analyst.
https://demeterpress.org/books/mothers-addiction-and-recovery-findingmeaning-through-the-journey/
Alcantara, Jenni
Hopin' Hoopties
Hopin’ Hoopties chronicles adventures of ordinary women who pray for our
church youth group. We've learned much about prayer for this generation and
seen our extraordinary God answer in big ways.
I am wife to my just-after-high-school sweetheart and mom to four sons. I have
an MA in counseling psych and worked for 20 years with troubled youth. I enjoy
family, the ocean, and local trails.
jennialcantara.com

Allan, Noel David
Mok: The Incredible Labrador
The book is about Mok (rhymes with smoke), a Labrador retriever who was Allan's
best friend. The stories related share a fraction of their fifteen years together of
laughter, sorrow, and total panic.
Raised in New York, Allan moved to California while serving in the Navy. His passion is raising, training, and working Labrador retrievers. Allan resides in San Diego with his best friend, Tundra.
https://www.amazon.com/Mok-Incredible-Noel-David-Allan/dp/1684560098
Allen, Jackie Leigh
The Sheriff Gets His Woman
Rescue, Romance, Revenge. Fiona Ryan rescues a child. The villain kidnaps Fiona,
but Sheriff Pete Donaldson rescues her. (With her help.) Now, he still has to say
those three little words.
I have been writing all my life. As an imaginary child I wrote stories where, of
course, I was the heroine. When I'm not writing, I'm reading, singing, traveling and
playing with my grandson.
jackieleighallen.com

Amooi, Rich
There's Something About A Cowboy
Rule #1: No Dating Cowboys. A fake fiancé doesn’t count, right? Oh boy . . . A
laugh-out-loud romantic comedy set in San Diego and Julian, California.
Rich Amooi is a former radio personality who now writes romantic comedies fulltime in San Diego, California. He is happily married to a kiss monster imported
from Spain.
www.richamooi.com
Andrus, Pat
Fragments of the Universe
Her first poetry collection in almost 20 years, Pat Andrus’s sensuous and brilliant
imagery can help us fire our own imaginations, a path back to our true beginnings of home and soul.
An MFA Goddard College graduate, Pat Andrus’ works include Daughter, Old
Woman of Irish Blood (a collection partially funded by the NEA), and her newest
collection Fragments of the Universe.
bluevortextpublishers.com
Aragon, Claudia
A Bugawump Christmas
Volume 2 of the Bugawump Adventure series begins at Halloween & ends at
Christmas. Once more Bugawump learns the best gift of all is the love & friendship he shares with Emily & all of his friends.
Claudia Aragon lives in Escondido. Her books include; The Adventures of Bugawump, A Bugawump Christmas, The American Dream, Collin of Terraneese, Call
of the Ocean Muse, & Separated By Midnight.
https://www.amazon.com/Bugawump-Christmas-Adventures/dp/1979835012
Armao, Andrew
Auroraden: Mars Chosen Ones
Jake from a dying Earth has his chance to go to the new colony on Mars, but an
evil alien overlord forces Jake and 12 of his friends to play his deadly alien game,
if not, Earth will be destroyed.
Attended CCA then majored in theater at Cal Poly, ultimately deciding to be a
writer, sharing his passion for space, aliens and AI. Also enjoys writing song lyrics
featured in his debut novel Aurorade.
www.andrewarmao.com
Ashford, Burk
The Encounter - A Narrative Part One
Old fashion family values are alive and well in the Modern Day World and Chivalry
ain't dead. Romance, intrigue, satire, witty, violence and an above-average
amount of well described sexual activity.
First time novel fiction writer. Colorado State College. Teacher, general investments, outfitter & guide, businessman, contractor, You-Name-It. Witty, iconoclastic, Old School. Tenacious.
No Publisher Information at this time.
Bagnai, Samuele
The Tuscan Who Sold His Fiat to the Pope: Stories from Tuscany to California
about Family, Food, Religion, Sex and the Art of LA
In a hilarious collection of stories, Samuele takes the reader across Tuscany & California, and the colorful flavors of two unique cultures. Epic, funny, and moving,
it'll make you laugh out loud.
Samuele was born in Florence, Italy. He attended middle school in Vatican City,
Rome and in 1997 moved to the US. Today works as a senior financial analyst. He
lives in Carlsbad, California.
https://www.lovetakesyouto.com/books
Baker, Georgette
Little Parakeet, Story and Follow-Up Activities
A bilingual tale of Periquito who goes out into the Amazon in search his father.
Animals, they joyfully sing out, "Little Parakeet, you look just like your Pop," and
follow him until he finds his Pop.
Georgette Baker is the author of 38 bilingual books and CD's for children. She is a
Mom's Choice Recipient and 5 of her books have one first Place at the International Latino Book Awards.
http://www.cantemosco.com
Beaudry, John Robert
Garden Sanctuary: Designing for Comfort, Wholeness and Connection
Garden Sanctuary distills the design process into a series of concrete steps that
you can use to create exquisite gardens in harmony with their environment.
A native of Chicago, Illinois, John Beaudry is a two-time international-awardwinning garden designer. A gifted writer and enthusiastic speaker, Beaudry is
eager to share his knowledge with gardeners.
https://www.beaudrydesign.com/garden-sanctuary
Bergstrom, Jenne
Little Women Cook book
With these historically accurate recipes, you can be a culinary time-traveler and
join the March family for joyous Christmas breakfasts, lovely lunches, scrumptious desserts, and more!
We are two San Diego librarians who love eating, cooking, reading and research!
Follow our adventures on our blog, 36eggs.com.
36eggs.com/our-book/
Berneger, Marcia
A Dreidel in Time: A New Spin on an Old Tale
Devorah and Benjamin are surprised when the old dreidel they get for Hanukkah
takes them back in time, where they help the Maccabees defeat Antiochus and
find the sacred oil to light the menorah.
Marcia is a retired teacher who loves writing stories for kids. She lives with her
husband and 3 crazy dogs. She has two books: Buster the Little Garbage Truck
and her new book, A Dreidel in Time.
https://www.amazon.com/Marcia-Berneger/e/B00NXBFBIY/
ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
Bettwy, Samuel
Comparing Criminal Procedures through Film
U.S. criminal procedures compared with legal traditions in 55 countries with links
to 400 specially edited film clips that depict criminal procedure in action in those
countries.
Adjunct Professor of Law, Thomas Jefferson School of Law and USD School of
Law. LLM. Georgetown Univ. Law Center, J.D. Calif. Western School of Law, M.A.
Nat'l Security Studies, Naval War College.
https://vandeplaspublishing.com/
Bishop, R.H.
Cheating Death
A wealthy young bride mysteriously falls off the cliffs at Torrey Pines Park, but her
freeloading surfer husband has a perfect alibi. Attorney Lucy Sanders and her
gay assistant Armando investigate.
R.H. Bishop is a San Diego-based attorney whose mysteries reflect her passion for
representing the underdog and giving a voice to the underserved.
rhbishopbooks.com
Blair, Phil
Job Won! For America's Veterans
Every veteran’s guide to a successful transition from military service into new, exciting opportunities in private and public sector careers. Phil details every step of
the real life process.
Phil Blair is one of San Diego’s most visible and respected business leaders. His
book series range from community work ready to veterans programs preparing
them to enter the civilian workplace.
www.job-won.com
Bluestone, Marla
Make Them Hear Tears
In a far-future Earth, religions and war have been banned. Groups with shared
values compete for land, and resort to violence. Erica and Joel put their love on
hold, to resolve the cultural conflicts.
I've published in journals and books on autism therapies. Retirement let me take
the novelist out of hibernation. I self-published MAKE THEM HEAR TEARS this
year. Another futuristic book due in 2020.
MarlaBluestone.com
Boze, Bob
Light My Way
A heart warming romance story about a Bonita fireman who travels half way
around the world, only to have a volleyball lead him to someone who is destined
to become a part of his life.
Bob Boze lives in Chula Vista, CA and Casey Fae Hewson lives in Blenheim, New
Zealand. Between them they have published ten books. They also edit, blog,
speak and conduct writer workshops.
https://bobboze.com
Brachett, Lewis
Brackett and Crocker 1630's settlers; Voyages and Genealogies
The first 5 years of the lives of my Mothers and Father's families in Mass Bay Colony 1630's.
Coast Guard Veteran, Historian, Author of novellas on the lives of my families
1630's ancestors.
www.lewishb.TV
Briggs, Constance Victoria
The Encyclopedia of Moon Mysteries: Secrets, Conspiracy Theories, Anomalies, Extraterrestrials and More
A unique compendium of mysteries surrounding the Moon, The Encyclopedia of
Moon Mysteries: Secrets, Conspiracy Theories, Anomalies, Extraterrestrials and
More.
Constance Victoria Briggs is a metaphysical, paranormal, and cosmic researcher/
writer. Briggs does not believe that the standard definitions of the universe adds
up.
constancevbriggs.com
Brown, Kevin
They, Too, Sang America: Visual Artists of the Harlem Renaissance
Essay-review of exhibit and companion volume, «I, Too, Sing America: The Harlem
Renaissance at 100», together with Mary Schmidt-Campbell’s «An American Odyssey: The Life and Work of Romare Bearden.
Author Kevin Brown’s articles, essays, interviews, reviews and translations have
appeared in The Chattahoochee Review, Fiction International, The Georgia Review, TLS, The Nation, Salmagundi, etc.
https://www.thegeorgiareview.com/authors/brown-kevin/
Calkins, Diane
One Happy Chicken
One Happy Chicken tells the story of Zoe a rescued baby chick, who grows up to
rule the roost in a family with two children, three dogs, six cats, and a bunny. Zoe
has multiple adventures.
I started writing when my kids were young and have kept at it ever since then. In
the past, I've written for magazines, newspapers, and websites. One Happy Chicken is my first children's book.
https://www.amazon.com/One-Happy-Chicken-Diane-Calkins/dp/1543980627
Cameron, Ian
Utopia
With the genetic key to human empathy, a Utopian world where the United States
is again a world leader, is possible. But what will be the cost to the planet of humanity achieving a Utopian existence?
A native of New Zealand, I have worked and traveled extensively. I quit corporate
life to study philosophy at UCSD. Non-writing hours are now spent with my wife
looking after grandchildren.
https://www.amazon.com/Utopia-Ian-Cameron-ebook/dp/B07X9FFSFF
Carr, Simonetta
Broken Pieces and the God Who Mends Them
A mother's experience of caring for a son with schizophrenia, along with the
struggles, questions, and prayers that went with it. Through a painful ending, useful lessons and a message of hope.
Award-winning author Simonetta Carr was born in Italy and has lived and worked
in different cultures as elementary school teacher, home-schooling mother, freelance journalist, and translator.
http://simonetta-carr.com/
Casper, Mike
Stone Thrower
Stone Thrower: fifteen beautifully written backstories of ‘little people’ in the bible
who had an encounter with the most important man in history.
I am a natural storyteller who uses the written word to spin my tales. Thanks for
joining me on our literary adventure!
https://mcasper.com/
Chapman, Allan
Teen Transformation
Golden light magician. Angry teenager. Warrior against dark side magicians
armed with red magic laser beams. James rejects magic until a new dark side
threat rises. He struggles with his hot temper.
I discovered early running fast and writing well were my talents. I graduated from
Stanford with a BA in Creative Writing under Wallace Stegner. I wrote a thriller
and 7 magical reality fantasies.
https://www.amazon.com/author/allanwestcottchapman
Christie, V.A.
The Devil's In The Details
The Devil’s In the Details is artist VA Christie's debut short fiction collection, a series of stories stretching from sun-soaked San Diego to the bayous of Louisiana to
other worlds.
V.A. Christie is a writer and artist from San Diego, CA. V.A. Christie is a finalist for
Pen 2 Paper 2019. The Devil's In The Details is V.A. Christie's debut fiction collection.
https://www.amazon.com/V.A.-Christie/e/B07ZRLQ4P8?
ref_=dbs_p_ebk_r00_abau_000000
Civitate, Jeff
The Tricky Itch
While playing at the park little Kevin runs into trouble. A fun bedtime story for
children; a mental test for adults. Watch your friends and family as they read. Did
they scratch?
Jeff Civitate is a finance professional in San Diego, CA. In addition to spending
time with his wife Adele and daughter Layla, he enjoys restoring 80's arcade
games, playing guitar and jogging.
TrickyItch.com
Clapp, Nicholas
The Outlaw's Violin
Billy Fraser fancied himself a desperado, yet was drawn to life as a musician. After
wandering the west of the early 1900s, he settled in Eureka, NV where he helped
bring grand opera to a desert town.
Award-winning documentary filmmaker and author Nicholas Clapp has studied,
filmed, and written about the deserts of the world. He resides in Borrego Springs
with his wife Bonnie.
www.sunbeltpublications.com
Clay, Keyon
Success Doesn’t Know Age
Success Don't Know Age is book to empower the youth to see that other avenues
in life they may have not been taught by giving tips tools strategy of top 1% of
world use everyday wealth.
My name is Keyon Clay I’m a young 22-year-old entrepreneur. I am also United
States veteran born in a small city in Mississippi. I always wanted more out of life
than just standard traditional plan.
https://www.amazon.com/Success-Doesnt-Know-Age-Pieces/dp/1693399989
Cobb, G. J.
This Might Hurts
This is the only book of Poetry you really need to read this year.
Cobb grew up in San Diego and always loved the beach. He did his undergrad at
UCSD, and attended USD Law School. He had practiced law in San Diego since
1988, with an emphasis in Family Law.
https://www.amazon.com/This-Might-Hurts-G-Cobb/dp/1790540879
Coles, Krystina
Moonshadow
In a small town plagued by the mysterious disappearances of its children, Melissa
Moonwater struggles with the death of her best friend and discovers a dark secret stretching over hundreds of years.
Krystina Coles was born in 1995 in San Diego, California. Though graduating as a
chef in 2014, she chose to pursue her true love of writing and telling stories. She
continues to live in the South Bay.
https://www.amazon.com/Moonshadow-Krystina-Coles/dp/1702819094/
ref=sr_1_1?keywords=moonshadow+krystina+coles&qid=1574481808&s=bo
Colombini, Keli
Norris the Nostrileer
In a world filled with awkwardness and insecurity, Norris is no different. She’s got
wild, pink hair and fabulous toes – but she’s not very fond of her nose. Good thing
she’s a ‘nostrileer’!
Keli Colombini is an award-winning illustrator based in Southern California. With a
background in traditional animation, she enjoys inventing quirky, colorful characters and telling their stories.
www.norristhenostrileer.com
Conklin, H R
The Faerie Knot
Kidnapped by the Celtic goddess Cailleach Bheur, Mairi is alone as the earth sinks
into a darkness brought on by the materialism of humans and must search inside
herself for the power to save mankind.
H R Conklin grew up in the rural mountains of Northern California. She currently
lives in San Diego with her husband, two children, and three dogs. She is a teacher, a storyteller, and a nature lover.
www.wildrosestories.com
Coy, Janice
The Water's Fine
Tragedy on a scuba boat in the Sea of Cortez leads two women into uncharted
territory, fostering an unlikely friendship. Can either trust the invitation to "come
on in, the water's fine" again?
Janice Coy is the author of five suspense novels. She's published in four anthologies. She was a finalist at the San Diego Book Awards Association, contest, and
earned the IndieReader seal of approval.
www.janicecoy.com
Coyle, Matt
Lost Tomorrows
Rick Cahill goes back to his past and Santa Barbara, his city of lost tomorrows, to
pay his respects to his former partner on Santa Barbara PD. What he discovers
there will change his life forever.
Matt Coyle is the author of the national bestselling and award winning Rick Cahill
crime series. He lives in San Diego with his yellow Lab, Angus, where he is writing
the eighth Rick Cahill novel.
https://mattcoylebooks.com/
Crisci, M.G.
SHE SAID. HE SAID. Sometimes, everybody loses.
Man accused of workplace sexual harassment explains his "version of the truth."
M.G. Crisci is the critically-acclaimed author of 12 books based on real stories. He
has been elected to Who's Who in the World 23 times.
www.mgcrisci.com
Crittenden, Jennifer
Working Dogs of the Eastern Sierra
Stories and photographs of the real dogs who work on the east side of the Sierra
Nevada in California: cattle dogs, avalanche dogs, search and rescue, therapy,
guard dogs, K-9, guide dogs, agility...
Jennifer splits her time between Del Mar and Mammoth Lakes, California. A former CFO, she has written several business books as well as the award-winning
memoir and travelogue, The Mammoth Letters.
https://www.whistlingrabbitpress.com/
Daleo, Laura
The Soul Collector
It begins with darkness. Are they dead, or trapped inside a horrible dream? No
one can hear them, see them. Has the world forgotten them? Are they invisible?
Not to the Soul Collector. They have stepped into her Kingdom, and she is waiting
for them.
Laura Daleo was born and raised in San Diego, California. She is best known for
her love of animals and shares her home with her three furry kids. Her love for
writing began in junior high.
https://www.lauradaleobooks.com/
de Helen, Sandra
Lesbian Humor is Not an Oxymoron: Light Verse
A book of light verse by lesbian poet, Sandra de Helen.
de Helen's collections of poetry are published by Launch Point Press. Her poems
also appear in Artemis Journal, The Dandelion Review, The Medical Journal of Australia, Mom Egg and others.
http://www.launchpointpress.com/
De Jesus, Patrick
Alley Cat first C-Cat
AlleyCat is about Teri NightStar whose grandfather sends a package that turns
into a hero. And with the help of an outcast named Ryin WhiteClaw she becomes
the protector of New Diego city.
My name is Patrick De Jesus and I have been writing since I was thirteen years of
age. I am fortyfour and being published is a big deal to me. That is a way for me
to provide for my family.
‘
www.Xlibris.com
De Saint-Just Gross, Pauline
Teddy Roosevelt’s 4th of July Party at the White House
What better place to spend July 4th,1903 than at the White House! And Michelle
and David are there celebrating with the Roosevelts thanks to David’s magic
coin.Come find out how much fun it is…
Pauline de Saint-just Gross has lived in San Diego for 40 years. She taught French
for many years, but her love of history is where her heart is at now. She shares
that love through her stories.
https://www.amazon.com/Teddy-Roosevelts-Party-Adventures-Little/
dp/109279056X
Decamara, Laura
The Heart of Poetry 1ST Edition
A collection of 66 poems by Laura Decamara, "Author In The Making" (@authorinthemaking). Since high school Laura has been writing about life as
seen through her unique perspective as a young woman.
Laura was born in San Diego California in 1980, She has been writing poetry since
she was in high school back in 1999. It's been three years since her first book was
published.
http://www.lulu.com/shop/laura-decamara/the-heart-of-poetry-first-edition/
paperback/product-24080361.html
Diess, Darren
Eventology
Hanging on to tradition is perfect for holidays and anniversaries, but fundraising
today requires changing your strategy. The success of your fundraising event
hinges upon being able to connect.
Darren Diess is a professional fundraising expert and advisor, donor development coach, and benefit auctioneer. Michelle Gilmore leads Eventology classes,
workshops and trainings.
Merack Publishing
Doering, Randal
Vigil and Other Stories
Vigil and Other Stories is a collection of contemporary fiction short stories. There
are eighteen stories in all, ranging from about 3000 words to 7500 words. Have
fun reading them!
Randal Doering has a BA in creative writing and an MA in anthropology. He mostly writes fantasy and science fiction, and every few years he brings out a collection of short contemporary fiction.
https://www.amazon.com/Vigil-Other-Stories-Randal-Doering/dp/1704542731 //
Dotson, J. Dianne
Ephemeris: The Questrison Saga: Book Two
Plucked from space and raised in a star-city of androids, impetuous Galla-Deia
looks human but is not. She must gain the trust of humans and aliens to help
stop the galactic menace called Paosh Tohon.
J. Dianne Dotson is the author of The Questrison Saga: Heliopause (2018) and
Ephemeris (2019). She is a science and content writer and watercolorist living in
Southern California.
https://jdiannedotson.com/
Duong, Mya
A Time of Witches
In MINDFUL THINGS, Lauren embraces her true nature. She continues to be hunted by loyalists to Raefield. Will Lauren be able to escape Raefield’s clutches to protect her family and friends in time?
Mya Duong grew up in Wisconsin, where she earned a bachelor of science in
nursing. She has worked many years at various hospitals, gaining valuable life
skills and lessons.
www.myaduong.com
Duran, ME
No Sanctuary
Against the backdrop of today's volatile era of immigration and its politics, the
bonds of two teen friends are tested. They find themselves in a dangerous world
with lots of questions, few answers.
ME Duran (pen name) is and has been involved in education and social justice,
very familiar with the issues in this book. She serves as "cadre" for Rotary International in Central and South America.
https://www.amazon.com/No-Sanctuary-M-Duran/dp/0578519658
Edelstein, Nicole
The Earth's Plastic Puzzle and how YOU can solve it
This children's book teaches about the harmful effects of plastic in the ocean and
how people can help solve this major problem.
Nicole lives in San Diego and is 13 years old. Her hobbies are drawing and competitive cheerleading. In her spare time, which she doesn't get often, she enjoys
hanging out with her friends.
https://www.amazon.com/Earths-Plastic-Puzzle-solve/dp/1097961419
Edwards, Larry
Food & Provisions of the Mountain Men - Fourth Edition
Food & Provisions of the Mountain Men is a guide to historically accurate food
and provisions of the trappers, traders, and explorers who went to the Rocky
Mountains in search of beaver fur.
Larry M. Edwards is an author, editor, and publisher, and three-time winner of
the San Diego Book Awards; he has been nominated for a Pulitzer Prize.
http://wigeonpublishing.com/books/
food_provisions_mountain_men_4th_edition.html
Espiritu, Kevin
Field Guide to Urban Gardening
In Field Guide to Urban Gardening, author Kevin Espiritu of Epic Gardening shares
the basics of growing plants, offers tips on choosing the right urban gardening
method, and troubleshoots problems.
Kevin Espiritu is the founder of Epic Gardening, a global online gardening community. His mission is to teach 10,000,000+ people around the world to grow their
own food.
https://www.quartoknows.com/books/9780760363966/Field-Guide-to-UrbanGardening.html
Esterly, Wendy
Coloring Southern California Birds
This book will help you learn about 40 species of birds commonly seen in southern California as you add color and create your very own piece of artwork.
Wendy Esterly is a photographer, nature enthusiast, and avid birder. Birds and
everything related to nature are the focus of her photography. She volunteers at
both SDNHM and MTRP.
www.sunbeltpublications.com
Evans, Ronald W.
Fear and Schooling: Understanding the Troubled History of Progressive Education
This volume illustrates how fear has played a key role in steering the development of education in the United States, revealing the danger that fear-based controversies pose to democratic schooling.
Ronald Evans is a leading authority on the history of education. He is author of
eight books and recipient of the Distinguished Career Research Award from the
National Council for the Social Studies.
https://ronaldwevans.wordpress.com
Fairchild, Stan E
Community of Marta
A dramatic romance and insightful portrait of a ragtag community of friends who
stand tall against the conventions of society. It takes a heartfelt look at human
connection and mental illness.
Born & Raised in Fontana, Wisconsin; B.S. in education from U of WisconsinWhitewater. A proud father and grandfather living in San Diego currently writing
the sequel to Community of Marta
Author Facebook page: Stan E. Fairchild
Falzon, Adrienne
It’s Not Fair!
Frankie’s baseball team lost the game in the bottom of the last inning because of
an “unfair” call by the umpire. Many other things seem “unfair” lately but finds
wisdom in life’s twists and turns.
Adrienne Falzon lives in Rancho Santa Fe , California and Southampton, New
York , with her husband Manny. Together they enjoy traveling, fun with friends
and their blended family of seven sons.
www.adriennefalzon.com
Faxon, S.
Foreign & Domestic Affairs
Foreign and domestic affairs threaten to dismantle what the king and queen labored to rebuild. While mourning the death of their son, they must choose between saving their marriage or their thrones.
S. Faxon writes fantasy novels and produces a weekly newsletter providing insight
into the life of an author.
www.sfaxon.com
Feliciano, Benjamin
The Scorpion of Chernobyl
The first installment to the 'DEATHSTALKER' series. A dark scifi horror novel that
follows the young sinister bounty hunter, Ande, who is trapped in the Soviet nuclear exclusion zone of Pryp'yat'.
Benjamin Feliciano is a young writer based in Oceanside California. He is currently employed in the Marine Corp and spends his time outside of work either writing poetry or finalizing his sci-fi books.
Shelvingoblivionliterature.com
Findley, Bevon
CBD for Beginners
Don't buy a CBD product until you have a full understanding of what CBD is and
what to look for when shopping for a product. This book will guide you on learning the basics.
Bevon Findley, a Navy veteran, is the founder of CBD.how, an educational platform for the CBD community. He serves on two boards: Be Plant Inc.(501(c)(3)
and the CBDIA association.
www.cbd.how/book
Flores, B. R.
Trekachaw
Driven by greed, corruption, and politics, planets and entire races are in jeopardy.
In desperation, a lone alien merges with Cole and their merge creates a powerful
new species, the Trekachaw."
Being a pioneer woman in law enforcement, I felt compelled to write a book.
Trekachaw is my story told in Sci-fi. I'm a retired Sgt., K-9 handler, composite artist, EOD and Domestic Violence advocate.
www.brflores.com
Fogle, Kristen
Dare to Write: Creative Writing Prompts for Young People and Word Rebels
Everywhere
What story do you have inside? Romance, drama, fantasy…or all three? Dare to
Write is here to inspire you with a huge variety of writing prompts—for the young
writer or seasoned professional.
Kristen Fogle has been the executive director of San Diego Writers, Ink since 2013.
She is also a theater artist, instructor, and new mom.
Kristenfogle.com
Forbes, Dave
Rook's Glimpse of Baseball
All baseball fans will enjoy seeing cartoon Rook's favorite ballparks. Rook has included photos and comments regarding the uniqueness at each stop. Enjoy this
ride along throughout the country!
Dave has been a baseball fan all his life. It began as a little leaguer. He took jobs
just to be involved in baseball. While working as a rookie usher in San Diego he
was inspired to create Rook.
Https://rooksglimpseofbaseball.business.site
Fotsing, Christle
The New Life Trilogy: The blue moon
Kida and her hummingbird, Ruby are excited to see the magical Blue Moon diamond. To find out what happened to it, they embarked on a crazy journey that
reveals a secret about herself.
Christle Fotsing is an avid reader with a passion for writing and drawing. In elementary school, she maintained a book review blog. She now writes fiction stories & articles for her school’s newspaper
https://www.christlefotsing.com
Fournier, Gregory
The Elusive Purple Gang: Detroit's Kosher Nostra
The Elusive Purple Gang: Detroit’s Kosher Nostra is a concise history of one of
America’s most notorious Prohibition gangs. They were the only Jewish gang to
control the rackets of an entire city.
Gold medal, award-winning author Gregory A. Fournier is a writer of creative fiction. He received his bachelor and master’s degrees in Language Arts from Eastern Michigan University in Ypsilanti.
gregoryafournier.com
Francisco, Douglas Deborah
Somewhere in the Middle: A journey to the Philippines in search of roots,
belonging, and identity
Capturing one woman’s journey to the Philippines in search of roots, belonging,
and identity, Somewhere in the Middle sheds new light on what it truly means to
find the place where you belong.
Deborah Francisco Douglas is a writer, blogger, dreamer, and adventurer. She
served three years in the Philippines as a Peace Corps volunteer working on community outreach programs.
http://www.halohalomixmix.com
Francisco, Ph.D. Jocelyn
Oh My Kulay!
Oh My Kulay! introduces and helps children acquire their colors using vegetables
and fruits in Tagalog/Filipino - the official language of The Philippines.
The stories of her father growing up in the Philippines has humbled her in many
ways. This has been the source of motivation for her as she pursued a career as a
clinical psychologist to help others.
www.littleyellowjeepney.com
Galusha, Mary
Rachel's Secret
By her father's insistence, Rachel Kohl is going to be married. She hates the idea
of a marriage of convenience because secretly she has fallen for her intended
bridegroom, Sheriff Sean Malone.
A native of Montana, Mary Galusha loves living in the San Diego area. She enjoys
her grandkids, movies, and of course reading. Casual games of Bridge are always
welcome.
marygalusha.com
Garcia Molina, Sara
Retratos Urbanos
Historia de la ciudad que narran los esfuerzos por sobrevir, a veces entre la
pobreza y las adicciones, luchando por no caer en ellas. Tambien se narran vivencias de los migrantes en E.U.
Vivo en San Diego, Ca. Soy escritora autodidacta y autora novel. Naci en la Ciudad
de Mexico, creci en Tijuana B.C y desde hace 17 años resido en Estados Unidos,
tengo 3 hijos y tres nietos.
https://www.amazon.com/RETRATOS-URBANOS-Spanish-Garcia-Molina-ebook/
dp/B07WZWBLMR
Gill, Clive Aaron
The Diary of Natan Borenstein, A World War II Prisoner and Partisan Fighter
A chronicle of courage and determination during the Nazi Holocaust.
Clive has spent time in Southern Africa, Europe and North America. He creatively
draws from his experiences in these continents. His inspiration stems from his
imagination and reading.
https://www.amazon.com/Clive-Aaron-Gill/e/B00FADQIR6
Gilman, Michelle
The Wanderlust Warrior Project: Equal parts workbook, inspiration and empowerment
The Wanderlust Warrior Project starts young women on a path of self-discovery.
You've just found your tribe! Now find your path.
Michelle Rose Gilman has been an educator for 30 years. She founded Fusion
Academy, a private, alternative high school in 1989, now with more than 50 campuses across the nation.
http://wanderlustwarriorproject.com
Golden, Bruce
Monster Town
A satire of hard-boiled detective fiction set in an early sixties Hollywood ghetto
where the monsters of black and white horror films have taken up residence,
now that they're no longer in vogue.
Bruce Golden’s short stories have been published more than 150 times across a
score of countries and 30 anthologies. Monster Town is his 7th book. It's currently in development for a TV series.
http://goldentales.tripod.com
Goldstein, Dr. Mark
Lions and Tigers and Hamsters
Life experiences from 40 years of a veterinarian, former zoo director and animal
advocate.
Mark Goldstein, DVM, has spent over 40 years caring, advocating, and fighting for
the welfare of animals. He is a veterinarian of small animal and captive wildlife
and a former zoo director.
https://www.hcibooks.com/p-4446-lions-and-tigers-and-hamsters.aspx
Grajeda-Higley, Leilani
Power – A Memoir
All relationships are about power. Lack of power or abuse of power lead to depression, substance abuse, and crime. Power is also a gift when it gives us the
arts, science, sports, and compassion.
The writer, born in Mexico to a Mexican mother and Chicano father, had to relearn Spanish after her father punished it out of her. The trauma drove her to
question authority, oppression and power.
https://www.amazon.com/POWER-MEMOIR-LEILANI-GRAJEDA-HIGLEY/
dp/1699682070
Greenberg, Jeremy
Sorry I Barfed on Your Bed Again (and More Heartwarming Letters from Kitty)
Hilarious letters from cats to their humans explaining their delightfully disruptive
behavior, accompanied with perfectly adorable photos.
Jeremy Greenberg is the best-selling author of 10 humor books celebrating the
lives of cats, dogs, and humans.
www.jeremygreenberg.com
Greenwood, T.
Keeping Lucy
Set in 1971, KEEPING LUCY is the story of one mother's fight to rescue her daughter from the horrific institution where she has been kept since she was whisked
away from her at birth.
T. Greenwood is the author of thirteen award-winning novels including KEEPING
LUCY, RUST & STARDUST, and WHERE I LOST HER. She teaches for San Diego Writers, Ink and online for The Writer's Center.
www.tgreenwood.com
Griffin, Linda
The Rebound Effect
Frank McAllister sweeps single mother Teresa Lansing off her feet, but the romance is complicated by her ex’s efforts to win her back. Then there's the matter
of the bodies buried at Big Devil Creek.
Linda Griffin retired as fiction librarian for SDPL to spend more time on her writing. Her stories have been published in numerous journals, and a third novel is
forthcoming from the Wild Rose Press.
http://www.lindagriffinauthor.com/the_rebound_effect_134160.htm
Gunsaullus, Jennifer
From Madness to Mindfulness: Reinventing Sex for Women
From Madness to Mindfulness sets out to help women empower themselves to
feel more worthy of love and great sex (and then have it!). Topics covered include
communication, body image, passion & more!
Jennifer Gunsaullus, PhD, sociologist and sex coach, is a national speaker on intimacy, sexual consent, healthy relationships, erotic play, and mindful sex. She has
presented two TEDx Talks.
http://cleispress.com/
Gwinn, Casey
Hope Rising: How the Science of HOPE Can Change Your Life
Hope Rising is a clarion call to apply the science of hope in daily life and overcome
the trauma, adversity, and struggles everyone must face. Hope is the most predictive indicator of well-being.
Casey Gwinn, Esq. serves as the President of Alliance for HOPE International. Casey has been recognized by The American Lawyer magazine as one of the top 45
public lawyers in America.
www.casey-gwinn.com
Hall, Mark Anthony
The Baby Boy Gets His First Pet
Ma-Ma, Granny and Sister are all taking The Baby Boy to get his first pet. He'll
have to choose from turtles, birds, frogs, ponies and so much more! They all want
to go home with The Baby Boy.
Mark Anthony Hall is the current Director of Diversity and Community Outreach
for the Boys To Men Mentoring Network in San Diego, CA. This is book 5 of 30
featuring the "Baby Boy". Enjoy!
https://www.amazon.com/Baby-Gets-First-Adventures-Book-ebook/dp/
B07JL3PZHZ/ref=sr_1_52?crid=2DJHONT9USSVL&keywords=mark+anthony+
Hall, Ph.D. ,Brandon
The Getting Things Done (GTD) Workbook, with David Allen, Penguin, Sep
2019
An accessible, practical, step-by-step how-to guide for getting things done by
providing the details, the how-to's, and the practices to apply GTD more fully and
easily in daily life.
CA native, now full-time writer. The Getting Things Done (GTD) Workbook, with
David Allen, Penguin, Sep 2019. The Success Principles Workbook, with Jack Canfield, HarperCollins
next-achievement.com
Halsey, Richard
Coloring Nature in the California Chaparral
This unique coloring book has 40 of the most common plants and animals you
are likely to see while exploring the chaparral ecosystem.
Richard Halsey is a noted teacher, writer, and photographer who has been researching California chaparral for over two decades and is the founder and director of the California Chaparral Institute.
www.sunbeltpublications.com
Hammarstrom, Gwen Wendy
Circles of Healing, The Complete Guide to Healing with Massage and Yoga
for Practitioners, Caregivers, Students and Clients
Circles of Healing is a compendium of case studies, techniques, and personal anecdotes with 500 photos and illustrations. It covers the full spectrum of clients,
from pregnancy through dying.
Wendy Hammarstrom, BFA, CAMTC, AMTA, has been practicing and teaching
healing arts since 1978. She was director of Innerworks Center for Bodywork in
Philadelphia, and Art. Director of Agape Dancers.
www.circlesofhealingbook1.com
Hampton, Julie
Betty Builds It
Betty is a robot girl who can build just about anything! Creating a friend from recycled stuff in the junk pile might be the ticket. Her little brother Toby wants to
help, but Betty has other ideas.
Julie Hampton is an author/illustrator/architect, Betty Builds It is her debut picture
book. She creates stories and art that showcase her offbeat humor, and promote
girls and women in STEM.
https://www.westmarginpress.com/book-details/9781513262321/betty-builds-it/
Hand, Judith
A Future Without War, 2nd Ed. The Strategy of a Warfare Transition
A book that examines war from the perspective of evolutionary biology and anthropology. Explains why we make war, the relationship of our two sexes to war,
and how we can abolish war, if we choose to.
Scientist, novelist, peace apologist; specializations as an evolutionary biologist are
in animal and human behavior, conflict resolution, and gender differences.
www.judithhand.net
Harris, Bo
Have You Ever Seen an Ostrich?
An imaginative tale of Dewey, an ostrich working in a library, for both kids and
kids at heart.
Author, musician, and amateur cheese puff enthusiast located in sunny San Diego, CA.
https://store.bookbaby.com/book/Have-You-Ever-Seen-an-Ostrich
Hasler, Carrie
Ty the Quiet Giraffe
The other animals think that Ty the giraffe never has anything to say. Ty begins to
think that being quiet is a bad thing. Or maybe that's just what makes Ty special
after all.
Carrie Hasler publishes and writes children's books and educational curricula for
Blue Sneaker Press. She is the author of the graphic novel Coop Squad: The Aqua
Adventure and Ty the Quiet Giraffe.
www.swpublishinghouse.com
Hawkins, Gary
A Life Redesigned: Long-Term Travel Options in a Digital Age
This book explores the travel and work options that have opened up with the advent of the sharing and gig economies and provides a road map for getting the
most out of a period of extended travel.
Gary Hawkins was born in England and has been a San Diego resident for twenty
years. After a long corporate career and the adoption of their daughter, his family is now living 'A Life Redesigned.'
https://ourgiftoflove.com/pages/a-life-redesigned
Hawks, Nik & Selman, Lee
All-Star Real Food Cookbook - 100 favorite recipes from 20 of the biggest
names in health!
The All-Star Real Food Cookbook contains 100 recipes from 20 of the biggest
names in health! Food is an important part of a healthy life, this cookbook will
help you find what works best for you!
Nik Hawks and Lee Selman are also the owners of Paleo Treats - a local San Diego
shop that is dedicated to providing people with real food desserts and goodies!
www.paleotreats.com
Head, RG
OsWald Boelcke: Germany's First Fighter Ace and Father of Air Combat
Oswald Boelcke earned 40 victories in WWI. He wrote the first air combat tactics
manual, and he was the mentor, instructor and squadron commander of the Red
Baron. He is an important figure in Aviation.
RG Head, PhD is a graduate of the US AIr Force Academy and was one of the first
fighter pilots in Vietnam. He flew 325 combat missions in the A-1 Skyraider,
earned the Silver Star, DFC & 13 Air Medals.
www.facebook.com/rghead
Heglar, Mary
Blood Sport: Formula One Drivers of the Deadly Years
The triumphs, tragedies and destinies of F1 drivers in the darkest years of a golden age of racing, the 1960s and 1970s. Insider experiences by a journalist who
was there. 120 rare photographs.
B.A. Journalism, Univ.of Michigan. One of few women working in Formula One in
1960s, 1970s. First racing book: The Grand Prix Champions. Now: Blood Sport.
Passions: family, making music, beach living.
No Publisher Information at this time.
Hernandez, T.H.
Prom-Wrecked
Their prom night ended in a jail cell with forty of their closest friends. But that’s
hardly the worst thing that happened to them…
T.H. Hernandez is the YA author of THE UNION, a post-climate change dystopian,
SUPERHERO HIGH, set in San Diego, and PROM-WRECKED, a rom-com co-written
with Jennifer DiGiovanni from Entangled Teen.
http://thhernandez.com
Hill, Martin Roy
Polar Melt: A Novel
A special U.S. Coast Guard team links the disappearance of an Arctic research
ship's crew to a Russian oil platform and the mysterious energy source that lies
below it.
Martin Roy Hill is the national award-winning author of the Linus Schag, NCIS,
thrillers and the Peter Brandt thrillers.
https://www.3232northpublishing.com/polar-melt
Hollins-Moore, Faye
Hitting the Pavement: A Journalist's 2-Year Memoir of Homelessness
As a fully embedded journalist (having lived in six shelters in two years), Faye Hollins-Moore was able to capture what it's like to be homeless. And she tells the
story from all points of view.
Faye Hollins-Moore has penned three books and three plays. She is a member of
the prestigious Dramatists Guild and teaches writing named Writing: 1985 Plus!
Please see www.fayehollinsmoore.com.
www.fayehollinsmoore.com
Hollstein, M.A.
Fatal Reaction
Nightfall the Scourge ship mysteriously disappeared with the rise of the sun. Join
the survivors as they prepare for the battle of a lifetime. The fate of the human
race depends on it.
M.A. Hollstein is the author of the Fatal Reaction series. Under the name, Michelle
Ann Hollstein, she's also the author of the Aggie Underhill Mysteries, and the Vienna Rossi Paranormal Mysteries.
www.MichelleHollstein.com
Holton, Shavonne
Dating Daddy: Realizing God as Father through Daddy Issues and Bad Romance
This book is a journey of understanding God as a provider through the awareness
of Him as a father. It delves into the social psychology of the father-daughter relationship and hope in transformation.
Shavonne Holton is an author and conceptual designer based out of the Midwest.
Her publishing company, VK Press, aims to connect independent writers with
freelance artists to create global content.
www.vkpresses.com
Hon, Katherine
Mrs. Fluffernut's Perfect Hat
Kindness and creativity prevail when Mrs. Fluffernut's three grandchildren help
her win first place for the finest hat in the Persnickety Annual Parade over threetime winner Gretchen Gildersnoot.
Katherine Hon has edited two award-winning histories of San Diego's North Park
community, where she has lived for 30+ years. This children's book is for readers
of all ages to read out loud together.
No publisher information at this time.
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Hubbell, Annette
Eternity through the Rearview Mirror: How Simple Faith Changes Everything—Seventeen Extraordinary Lives
What in the world do Galileo, Abraham Lincoln, and Johnny Cash have in common? "Eternity” is a collection of spellbinding, first-person conversations with seventeen historical figures. "Riveting!"
After a career in water management, San Diego native Annette Hubbell began
writing and acting. Her first book won a Silver Medal (Illumination Awards) and
she is now starring in "Women Warriors."
www.annettehubbell.com
Hudnall, Justin
Incoming: Sex, Drugs, and Copenhagen
The second volume in the Incoming series, "Sex, Drugs, and Copenhagen" features the true stories of veterans and military family members told in their own
words, straight from their own mouths.
So Say We All is a storytelling and literary arts nonprofit whose programming includes the Veteran Writers Division that made this book and the NPR radio program of the same name possible.
www.sosayweallonline.com
Hurd, Bruce
Aim Point: An Air Force Pilot's Lessons for Navigating Life
In his thrilling and thoughtful book, Colonel Bruce Hurd vividly describes the adventure, excitement, and triumph he felt during his 30-year career as an Air Force
officer and pilot.
Colonel Bruce Hurd crafted an extraordinary 30-year Air Force career as a pilot
and officer. A graduate of UC Berkeley and USC, he excelled as a squadron and
group commander, among many jobs he held.
www.colbrucehurd.com
Irvine, Georgeanne
Mosi Musa: A True Tale about a Baby Monkey Raised by His Grandma
Mosi Musa is a baby monkey who had a challenging start to life. His Grandma
Thelma stepped in to raise him. Together, Mosi and Grandma Thelma show how
special--and important--grandmas truly are
Georgeanne Irvine has worked for San Diego Zoo Global for more than 41 years.
She is the director of corporate publishing and the author of more than two dozen children's books about animals.
https://hopeandinspiration.sandiegozoo.org/
Jacobsen, Maryann
My Body's Superpower: The Girls' Guide to Growing Up Healthy During Puberty
My Body's Superpower empowers adolescent girls to see their bodies in a positive light. Utilizing a fun and relevant Superpower theme, girls learn how to appreciate and nurture their growing bodies.
Maryann Jacobsen, MS, RD, is a family nutrition expert and author of My Body's
Superpower, How to Raise a Mindful Eater and From Picky to Powerful. She is coauthor of Fearless Feeding.
https://maryannjacobsen.com/
James, Helen Foster
Grandma's Christmas Wish
There's nothing like a grandma's love. This story celebrates the bond of grandma
and grandchild at Christmas time with a bedtime-friendly singsong rhythm and
holiday illustrations.
Dr. Helen Foster James is the author of more than a dozen books for children.
When she is not reading, writing, and rhyming words, she enjoys traveling and
spending time in our local mountains.
www.helenfosterjames.com
Jamison, Jerry
Nowhere Man
Against a backdrop of corporate greed and abusive power, one simple man
chooses to take a stand. Martin Madellbaum had a plan. He was just waiting for
the right time. Until he was tired of waiting.
Jerry Jamison has written award-winning advertising copy for Fortune 500 companies for decades. “Nowhere Man” is his first novel following the semi-biographical,
“Swimming in Jello.”
No publisher information at this time.
Jauffret, Elle
Young Explorer's Adventure Guide
Collection of engaging science-fiction stories with strong girl leadership. STEM
topics are fully integrated in thought-provoking stories featuring diverse and relatable characters.
Elle Jauffret is a French-born Californian attorney, former military spouse, and
mother of two boys. She writes fiction food and volunteers at her local middle
school library.
http://ellejauffret.com
Javor, Barbara
Stone's Throw
Kidnapped. Escaped. Injured. Ellie is free but alone and lost in a mountain wilderness with little more than her wits and imagination as winter approaches. Nature
and mind games drive her survival.
Barbara Javor, Ph.D., is a biologist and writer who has published many scientific
articles, a biography ("Antoine"), a book of short stories ("Sprints"), and a survival
novel ("Stone's Throw").
No publisher information at this time.
Johnson, Rodney
All Good Things
All Good Things, A Memoir by Rodney Johnson
Rodney Johnson graduated from SDSU in 1993, and is a US Navy Combat Veteran.
His first book, Diary of a Social Worker, was published in 2006. He currently resides in San Diego, California.
No publisher information at this time.
Julian, Belinda
Makeover
What if the catastrophic life events you experienced were in fact a catalyst for
change you didn’t even know you needed?
Belinda Julian with her years as a hairstylist, combined with a passion for selfimprovement, has a natural empathy and gift of communication that she believes
is meant to be shared through writing.
Balboa press publishing
Kardon, R. D.
Flygirl
Propelled by grief and ambition, pilot Tris Miles gets what she thinks is the job of
her dreams. When reality twists into a nightmare, she must overcome abuse and
lead a crippled airplane to safety.
Former airline captain Robin ‘R. D.’ Kardon’s debut novel FLYGIRL was inspired by
her own experience. Robin volunteers with San Diego animal rescue organizations and dotes on her own rescued pets.
www.rdkardonauthor.com
Kato, Glen
PARENTING: 9 Qualities Your Kids Need to Succeed in Life & Love
Preparing our kids to be successful in life & love requires more than good grades
and a college education. PARENTING outlines the 9 character qualities that will
help them stand out from their peers!
Glen is an Air Force Vietnam Veteran, Marriage Coach, Pastoral Counselor, and
author of five books. He is passionate about passing on biblical and practical help
for families around the world!
jazzedupmarriages.com
Kaye, Kelley
Poison by Punctuation
High school teacher Emma Lovett is finally recovering from her first year when
she discovers another dead body: it's a student! She and pal Leslie must balance
school and sleuthing to find the bad guy
Kelley taught high school English and drama for 20 years in CO and CA, but a
1994 diagnosis of multiple sclerosis has brought her to the joyous life of writer
and mother. She writes in many genres.
https://kelleykaybowles.com/
Kaye, Scott
Cleared For Takeoff
An adventurous memoir of a Boeing 747 captain. This book blends stories, secrets and insights that will inspire, engage and entertain anyone with a curious
mind.
Scott Kaye is a veteran pilot who flew commercial planes for forty years. He was
with United Airlines for 31 years, through 13 CEOs, numerous advancements in
aviation technology and post-9/11 changes
www.scottkaye747captain.com
Kensington, S.
Just Another Girl on the Road
Stranded behind enemy lines in 1944 France, eighteen-year-old Katrinka Badeau
escapes German deserters with the help of an undercover Jedburgh operation.
When offered a job on the team, she accepts.
S. Kensington is a retired educator who has lived and taught in various countries
for the past thirty years. She currently resides in California, writing her memoirs.
https://www.troubador.co.uk/bookshop/historical/just-another-girl-on-the-road/
Kingaard, Alexa
My Name is Rose
Rose is raised in a hippie commune in the 70s' and 80's. She is unsettled and
bored with the life thrust upon her, and believes that the man her mother married is not her father.
Alexa Kingaard was born in San Diego and currently resides in Carlsbad. She loves
writing about nostalgia and the human condition, the common denominator of
our lives.
www.alexakingaard.com
Kleiman, Lisa
YOU GOT THIS: Everything You Need to Master Authentic Public Speaking
Addressing topics such as managing speech anxiety and audience questions, YOU
GOT THIS helps you prepare for any speech so you can deliver your message with
clarify, confidence, and authenticity.
Author, speaker, and trainer, Lisa coaches individuals and facilitates classes,
workshops, and seminars for multiple audiences across the globe on public
speaking and business communication.
www.yougotthiscomm.com
Koelbl, Taylor
The Girl Who Shared Kindness
Share a little kindness. Through the domino effect, kindness begins to flow from
child to child…together each friend demonstrates empathy and builds one another's confidence, one kind word at a time.
Taylor Koelbl (Age 6) began her series in 2018. What started as a mother & daughter discussing common parent/child disconnects at bedtime turned into a silly
and suspenseful moral based books series.
www.thegirlwhostories.com
Krevat, Kathy
The Trouble With Talent
Sunnyside’s gifted students have been at the mercy of a shadowy network of college fixers, including an abusive oboe teacher. When he turns up dead, Colbie has
to untangle a cat’s cradle of suspects.
Kathy Krevat is the author of the Gourmet Cat Mystery series by Kensington/
Lyrical and the Chocolate Covered Mystery series by Berkley/PRH. She's also a
long time advocate for youth arts education.
www.kathykrevat.com
Krohn, Pattie
The Women’s Book of Lies
Linda Douglas, in her sixties, joins a memoir writing group. Linda is also dealing
with a grave situation at home that she must resolve or possibly lose her life. Are
these stories true? Must they be?
This is the fifth novel by Pattie Krohn. She has been writing for 60 years and has
written poetry, short stories, book reviews, and even greeting cards. She is a Californian, living in San Diego.
https://www.amazon.com/s?i=stripbooks&rh=p_27%
3APattie+Leo+Krohn&s=relevancerank&text=Pattie+Leo+Krohn&ref=dp_byline_sr_book
_1
Krull, Kathleen
Writers and Their Pets: True Stories of Famous Authors and Their Animal
Friends
Writing is a lonely craft, a battle to hold oneself aloof from the rest of the world in
order to get words down on a page. Pets help - as with these 20 writers.
Kathleen Krull has garnered starred reviews and awards for her many books. The
Children's Book Guild of Washington, DC, honored her with its Nonfiction Award
for her body of work that "has contributed.
www.kathleenkrull.com
Kupriyanov, Konstantin
The Wish to Vanish
The war hero comes back to his home town on the shore of the Black sea where
he finds out that not only his entire world has changed after 4 years of being
away but also that the war has followed him.
Born and raised in Moscow, Russia, Konstantin Kupriyanov is a graduate of Moscow literature institute. Obtained a Pushkin prize for his novel in 2018, stories
have been published in Russian magazines.
No publisher information at this time.
Lakin, Rick
Singularity
Can an android be your best friend? In Singularity, Book Two of the
StarCruiser Brilliant series, Jennifer fights a Senator trying to stop the
Singularity. Will she be able to save a planet.
Rick Lakin is the Best-Selling Children’s Science Fiction Author of Brilliant, and the
publisher at iCrewDigitalPublishing.com, Bringing New Authors to a Digital World.
ricklakin.com
Larwin, Tom
San Diego's First Padres and "The Kid"
This is a story about San Diego's first Padres. They played baseball in 1936 in the
fabled Pacific Coast League. Among its players were future Hall of Famers San
Diegan Ted Williams and Bobby Doerr.
Tom Larwin has participated as an author in two other books that deal with the
history of baseball, e.g.., The Kid: Ted Williams in San Diego (2005) and San Diego
Padres: The First Half Century (2019)
MontezumaPublishing.com
Lauer, Estelle
Kanaga Diary: Lost in the Aleutians, 1938
At a remote duty station in the Aleutian islands, medic Royse Gibson, part of a pre
-WWII secret Navy mission, disappears without a trace. Years later his daughter
travels to Kanaga to find answers.
Estelle Gibson grew up in Julian and Brawley. After college she taught school and
married Ron Lauer. They traveled, returned to San Diego and raised a family. Estelle turned to writing after retiring.
https://www.amazon.com/Kanaga-Diary-Lost-Aleutians1938/dp/1732526524/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=Estelle+Gibson+Lauer&qid=15706
49366&sr
Lee, Karen
The Maze of Transparencies
In the near future, when an epidemic of cyberfatigue has triggered a technocracy
collapse, an orphaned cloud narrates the quest of Yang as he visits each of the
harbingers of happiness.
Karen An-hwei Lee serves in the administration at Point Loma Nazarene University. She also teaches in the low-residency MFA Program at Seattle Pacific University.
https://karenanhweilee.com/
Lewallen, Susan
Crossing Paths
Two girls are born in the new country of Tanzania, into different circumstances.
Their lives intersect as they struggle for self-respect, reminding us that, across
cultures, women face similar issues
During the twenty years Susan Lewallen lived in Africa she worked in medicine in
over a dozen countries. Her curiosity for what makes people and cultures alike
and different motivated her to write.
www.susanlewallen.com
Lipson, Susan L
Disillusions of Grandeur—and Other Eye-Openers
A collection of poetry, in various styles, that explores ironic and profound realizations about everyday life, written for both adults and young adults, and suitable
for discussion groups.
Susan L. Lipson writes poetry for all ages, and fiction and educational books for
children and young adults. She is also a self-employed editor and writing teacher,
and a speaker for literary events.
www.susanllipsonauthor.com
Lisson, Kathleen
Plastic Surgery Recovery Handbook
Top tips on recovering from plastic surgery picked up from my training as a Certified Lymphedema Therapist, published journal articles and conversations with
fellow therapists.
Kathleen Lisson is Board Certified in Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork and is a
Certified Lymphedema Therapist (CLT). She owns Solace Massage and Mindfulness in Pacific Beach.
https://plasticsurgeryrecoveryhandbook.com
Littlejohn, Darren
The 12-Step Buddhist 10-Year Anniversary Edition
Rediscover the classic guide for recovery with this tenth anniversary edition
“that transcends genres by seamlessly integrating the 12-Step approach, and
Buddhist principles.
Bestselling author of nine books on recovery registered yoga teacher and retreat
leader.
https://www.the12stepbuddhist.com/
Loewenstein, Alegra
Kitchen Magic
Kitchen Magic is a fun & effortless approach to cooking healthy, living well, & celebrating life, by making food magic in your home. It's all about tapping in to your
intuition & getting inspired!
Alegra Loewenstein is a best-selling author on the topics of emotional eating &
how an earth based spirituality can foster health & happiness, including her
books Emotional Eating Detox & Body Wisdom.
www.AlegraLoewenstein.com
Loh-Hagan, Virginia
Nian, The Chinese New Year Dragon
A Chinese New Year legend tells the story of a hungry dragon named Nian who,
every spring, terrorizes a local village. Will this be the year someone finally defeats the dragon?
Dr. Virginia Loh-Hagan is an author, university professor, curriculum designer,
and former elementary school teacher. She’s the author of Popo’s Lucky Chinese
New Year. She lives in San Diego, CA.
http://www.virginialoh.com/
Lopez, Lori R.
Darkverse: The Shadow Hours
A rich gathering of poetry with a dismal twilight atmosphere, a brooding nature,
an eerie tone, DARKVERSE: THE SHADOW HOURS encompasses such pieces written by Lori R. Lopez between 2009 and 2017.
Lori R. Lopez is an award-winning author, poet, illustrator, and wearer of hats.
Learn about her novels, stories, verse and art at Fairy Fly Entertainment.
fairyflyentertainment.com
Lopez, Rafael
The Queen Of Redmir
A legendary archer is summoned from his tomb to uncover a plot against a
queen and help regain her throne in the third LASTENBERG tale.
Rafael is an author, poet, filmmaker, actor and CG artist whose debut poetry collection A World Of Words won First Place for Poetry in The Royal Dragonfly Book
Awards.
fairyflyentertainment.com
Love, Carlene
Human Giant Angel Mermaid
A short tale of spirit, fight and all that holds us together.
Carlene is thankful to share her works with the world from the very special city of
San Diego. Happy Reading. Be well, be you, and Be Here Now.
https://carlenelove.com/
Loveland, Patrick
Too Many Eyes and Other Thrilling Strange Tales
Too Many Eyes is a collection of pulpy, visceral short stories that take you from
the old weird west all the way to the distant future and it’s sure to give you thrills
and chills!
Patrick Loveland is an SD born-and-raised writer and artist. Attended SFAI in the
Bay Area. Now works at SDSU-CES and lives with his wife, young daughter, and a
cat so black he seems to absorb light.
https://staystrange.com/stay-strange-publishing-2/
Low, Russell
Three Coins
Three Coins based upon a true story touches upon the themes of human trafficking, immigration, cultural & racial discrimination, violence & romance that are as
relevant today as they were 140 years ago.
Russell Low is a California-born 4th generation Chinese American physician who
is a great grandson of Hung Lai Wah, a Transcontinental Railroad worker and Tom
Ying, a rescued child slave.
www.ruslow.com
Lowrie, Diane
A Glorious Journey Together
Take a trip through time, through family photos taken during the early 1930'sview the Grand Canyon by Motorbike, Oil Rigs being built and the meaning of ingenuity told by " the eldest Guyer girl".
I come from a family of storyteller. As an Expressive Arts Educator, I connect families with my San Diego community. This is my first book, dedicated to those I love.
BookBaby.com
Lu, Lindsay
Princess Pepper Prefers Pants
Princess Pepper is not an average princess, and she does not want to wear a
dress to the ball. Now the only problem is convincing her mother, the queen, that
not all princesses need to wear dresses.
Inspired by the writings of Dr. Seuss, Lindsay Lu has been creating children's stories since childhood. Now, she is pursuing her "Big Kid" dreams of creating books
that inspire kids to be themselves!
https://www.amazon.com/LindsayLu/e/B07ZJ5FQVT/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
Macaraeg, Dennis
A Whisper to the Moon
A story of love, new beginnings and the power of taking another chance.
Dennis Macaraeg graduated from San Diego State University.
He is the author of two previous novels. Somewhere in the Shallow Sea and
Somewhere in San Diego.
dennismacaraeg.com
MacDonald, Scott
Think like a Dog, How dogs teach us to be happy in life and successful at
work
Sadie, a mixed lab rescue dog, articulates a fairly simple view of life. Scott translates her views into a book of advice for people. The book includes dog stories,
cartoons, and clever graphics.
Scott MacDonald has been CEO of several real estate companies and worked on
projects throughout the U.S. and the world. His second book is coauthored with
his rescue dog, Sadie.
iupress.indiana.edu
Mallios, Seth
Born a Slave, Died a Pioneer: Nathan Harrison and the Historical Archaeology of Legend
In a lifetime of hard-won progress, Nathan Harrison survived the horrors of slavery in the Antebellum South, endured the mania of the Gold Rush, and prospered
in the rugged chaos of the Wild West.
Dr. Seth Mallios, Professor of Anthropology, University History Curator, and Director of the South Coastal Information Center at San Diego State University, has
authored ten books and many articles.
https://www.berghahnbooks.com/title/MalliosBorn
Mandle, Diane
Ancient Sounds for a New Age: An Introduction to Himalayan Sacred Sound
Instruments
Ancient Sounds for a New Age is an introduction to and overview of sound healing with Himalayan Sacred Sound instruments. It offers a clear idea and instructions of how to excel in this modality.
Diáne Mandle is an internationally known author, Sounds True recording artist,
Tibetan bowl practitioner, educator and the only state certified practitioner/
instructor in California in her field.
www.soundenergyhealing.om
Manning, BigKat "BK"
Giraffes Only Do the Can-Can on Tuesdays
What do zoo animals do at night when no humans are present? According to precocious 3rd grader Scarlett, quite a lot! Come along for the ride as she spins a
wildly imaginative yarn for her classmates.
BigKat "BK" Manning is the filmmaking instructor at Coronado School of the Arts,
and also teaches Oral Com at Southwestern College. This is his second year participating in the Local Author Showcase.
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1949463028/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title
_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
Marshall, Thomas
No More Dead Kids
No More Dead Kids follows protagonist Alexander as he navigates high school,
begins a secret relationship with his teacher’s daughter, and attempts to prevent
a troubled new friend from becoming a school shooter.
23-year-old Thomas Marshall is a Southern California native, he grew up in San
Diego and attended the University of Southern California. No More Dead Kids is
his first novel.
https://thomaskenyonmarshall.com/writing
Maurer, Lew
Moana: 118,000 Miles to the Most Remote Places on our Planet
Through the eyes of sea captain, Lew Maurer, comes the story of Moana. A story
of loving parents unafraid to take a travel adventure that will change their children's lives forever.
Growing up on fishing boats, sea captain Lew Maurer has spent his entire life on
the water. His love affair with the sea is beautifully told in both story and photos
in his travel memoir, Moana.
https://compassrosepressusa.com/
McCampbell, DeBorah L.
One Minute Prayer To The Father
One minute prayer to the Father is a wonderful book to introduce children to
prayer. It covers everyday situations, and it teaches children to take responsibility
for their actions..
DeBorah resides in San Diego CA, she is a proud mom and nana. She is passionate about teaching the Word of God. She is down to earth and humorous. And
she is a inspirational speaker and life coach.
deborahmccampbell.com
McCloud, Barrett
Blue Tomorrow
The fleeting blush of romance and the fragility of love are explored in 14 short
stories that find once-spellbound men and women listening for heartbeats in the
darkness.
Barrett McCloud is a Southern California-based short story writer and poet. His
collections include "Raining in Paradise" and "Blue Tomorrow."
http://www.lulu.com/shop/barrett-mccloud/bluetomorrow/paperback/product24185109.html
McClung, Chuck
How Orchids Rebloom
How Orchids Rebloom is a user-friendly instruction guide to happy, reblooming
orchids. The book shows what each type of orchid requires to rebloom and the
top five reasons orchids fail to rebloom.
Chuck McClung is a lifelong plant enthusiast with a Master’s Degree in Botany. His
mission is "to solve your gardening dilemmas" via consultations and instruction
for individuals and groups.
https://howorchidsrebloom.com/
McDevitt, Michael
Boris Badger: Boris learns a lesson
Introducing Boris Badger, Raven, Babushka, and Jack the donkey. Boris and Raven
share breakfast. Raven tells a story. Badger and Raven embark on an adventure
to obtain a birthday present for Jack.
Retired Naval Officer and grandfather of six. Resident of San Diego, Rancho
Penasquitos since 1994.
www.kitchentablebooks.com
McGee, Houchins
Bridget I Have Everything I Need
2 people, 2 years, 20 countries: Trading leisure and enlightenment for sunburns,
scars, and blisters. This book details an attempted PCT thru-hike, exploring the
USA, and 19 European countries.
Professional photographer, printmaker, Pacific Crest Trail thru-hike failure, fleamarket-bike-tourer, self-published writer, and dog rescuer.
https://www.roamsandwrites.com
Merrill, Tamara
Shadows in our Bones
Early 20th-century history. A family tale about racial prejudice and identity. powerful generational story, questions whether people have become more enlightened in their views on race and identity.
Tamara Merrill is the author of Shadows in our Bones, a novel of historical significance, the Augustus Family trilogy, and many short stories. She resides in Coronado, CA and is available as a speaker
TamaraMerrill.com
Meyer, Walter G.
Workplace Warrior
Are you a leader who has been called abrasive, aggressive, or even a bully? This
book is written for—rather than about—you.
Walter G. Meyer is the author or co-author of five nonfiction books as well as the
award-winning, best-selling novel Rounding Third. He has also written for dozens
of newspaper and magazines including the Los Angeles Times and San Diego Union-Tribune.
https://greenleafbookgroup.com/titles/workplace-warrior
Minkin, Jeff
How to get Rid of Your Mother-in-law (or other unwanted persons) in Three
Jokes or Less
It is the best and most complete joke book ever written.
Jeff Minkin, an avid joke teller, actor, and teacher, has completed his new book
“How to Get Rid of Your Mother-in-Law in Three Jokes or Less”: a hilarious book of
jokes the author has collected throughout his life.
https://www.amazon.com/Your-Mother-Law-Three-Jokes/dp/1644624826
Missett,Judi Sheppard
Building a Business with a Beat, Leadership Lessons from Jazzercise - An Empire Built on Passion, Purpose and Heart
For the first time ever, the Founder and CEO of Jazzercise, Inc. reveals to aspiring
entrepreneurs the secrets of her success, through powerful personal stories,
practical advice and proven insights.
Judi Sheppard Missett is the founder and CEO of Jazzercise, Inc., the world's largest dance exercise franchise company. As Jazzercise celebrates "50 Years Strong,"
Judi shares how it all happened.
https://www.buildingabusinesswithabeat.com/
Montoya, Alex
Living Inspired
Alex Montoya's tales of being a motivational author & speaker, with the idea that
life is better when we seek out things that inspire us and seek to inspire others.
Alex Montoya is one of America’s most popular motivational authors, & writing
coaches. He’s published 5 books, & ghostwritten for others, about disability, being an immigrant, Latino issues, & love.
www.alexmontoya.org
Morse, Barbara Ayosea
Tales from Squnch Valley
In this children's book, Squnches emerge from shells in a wonderful valley, where
the Wind and other characters help them grow and develop until they are ready
to share their gifts with the world.
Barbara Ayosea Morse has degrees in dance and recreation therapy. She wrote
the Squnch stories in the 1960's and used them with her students for several
years before finally publishing them this year.
authorhouse.com
Morse, Kitty
Le Riad au Bord de l'Oued: souvenirs et saveurs de Dar Zitoun
Dans la médina d'Azemmour, ville historique au sud de Casablanca, Dar Zitoun, le
riad familial, autrefois connu comme "La Maison du Pacha" vous invite a découvrir un monde aux saveurs d'ailleurs.
Casablanca-born Kitty Morse’s French translation of her ninth cookbook and
award-winning memoir, Mint Tea and Minarets: a banquet of Moroccan memories is now an eBook titled Le Riad au Bord de l'Oued
https://www.kittymorse.com
Musterer, Allan
Solomon's Recipe
Solomon's Recipe chronicles a recipe the author has followed to navigate challenges presented in his life hoping it will give readers a new perspective on finding meaning and guidance in their life.
Allan Musterer, ordained minister for 38 years concurrently practicing engineering/business management and president of Garden of Innocence San Diego has
put his experience in writing his first book.
www.allanemusterer.com
Nay, Tali
Newbie
Newbie is not just a book about city life and what it takes for a small-town girl to
adjust. It's also a book about lifelong dreams and what can happen in our quest
to achieve them.
Tali Nay studied writing in college and went on to earn an MBA, although recently
left Corporate America to pursue her dream of becoming a gemologist. After a
stint in NYC, she now lives in San Diego.
talinaybooks.com
Nelson, Dean
Talk to Me: How To Ask Better Questions, Get Better Answers, and Interview
Anyone Like a Pro
Whatever your profession, your ability to have a useful, deep conversation depends on the kinds of questions you ask. This book shows all of the steps of good,
quality interaction.
Dean Nelson is the founder and director of the journalism program at Point Loma
Nazarene University, and the founder and host of the annual Writer's Symposium
By The Sea, now in its 25th year.
www.deannelson.net
Nicole, Ashley
Other People's Problems
Other people's problems are the confrontation and acknowledgement of internal
suffrage. Every poem waits in line anxiously awaiting to step away from secret
and shame in order to heal our hurt community
Ashley Nicole is a Black Author, Poet, Entrepreneur Support Coach, USMC veteran, and active San Diego community member. She is best known for her poetry
books, and traveling vendor platform.
amazon.com/author/ashleynicolew
Niotta, J. Michael
The Fight Abroad & the Fear Back Home: Italians of the California Coast During WWII
Italian-Americans served bravely in WWII, representing the largest ethnic group in
the fight, yet sadly, their relatives and loved ones sateside endured awful treatment. They became enemy aliens.
Writer-artist-musician, Dr. J. Michael Niotta, is a San Diego native and Iraqi Freedom veteran. The LA historian is the author of The Los Angeles Sugar Ring and
The Fight Abroad & the Fear Back Home.
www.jmichaelniotta.com
Nixon, Angela Y.
What's Up NGR?
Everyday we live our lives with ease and no worries. What would happen if you
found yourself in a blink of an eye back in time, 1819 to be exact and you still had
your 21st Century mind.
Angela Y. Nixon is an author, playwright, and motivational presenter. Throughout
her career, she has taken on the risks and rewards of entrepreneurship.
No publisher information at this time.
Northard, Sandra
Searching for Sandra Second Edition
Searching For Sandra Second Edition is a; spicy, spirited, soulful collection of overcoming. It has sounds and colors of navigating through various experiences. Results became verifiable in blossom.
Sandra Renee Northard is an African American writer. She was born to Mr.
Dorsey and Mrs. Agaratha Northard in Mobile Alabama. Sandra’s life started off
with love and laughter. One day at the ag.
No publisher information at this time.
O’Connel, Caitln
Ivory Ghosts Issue II
In the second issue of Ivory Ghosts, Catherine Sohon is closer than ever to the
elephants she’s working to save, while struggling to help the locals who have to
deal with the ramifications of living with elephants. The problems in Namibia are
more complicated than she ever imagined.
Caitlin O’Connell has authored ten books about elephants, having spent almost
thirty years studying them in Namibia. She is an Assistant Professor at Harvard
Medical School and Visiting Scholar at Stanford School of Medicine.
www.caitlineoconnell.com
Oakley, Phil
The Morello Family: Pin Raids
Billy Atkins is a young reporter who stumbles into a pit of Mafia murder and corruption. The story unfolds in the lush cultures, unique geography and amorphous
public morality of 1969 Louisiana.
Phil Oakley is a novelist & journalist with awards from Columbia University &
RTNDA. He has experience in the film industry & has written 8 novels. An LSU
graduate, he and his wife Nancy have 2 sons.
http://poakley.blogspot.com/
O'Sullivan, Schleith Robt
SUMMATION 2018/19
Juried artworks are displayed at the gallery every December; local poets from
around the county write to the art between January and March .. the anthology is
then produced the following November.
Robt O'Sullivan is editor / publisher of the annual SUMMATION ekphrastic anthology; he has hosted the Poets INC (Inland North County) literary series at the Escondido Municipal Gallery since 2007
Escondidoarts.org/poets-inc
Ozmore, Dylan
And The Lights Came On
Sit down for tea with the Zen Master. A collection of original Zen parables and
poetic meditations for the modern mind.
Dylan Ozmore is a writer, poet, and existential detective.
https://www.amazon.com/Lights-Came-Dylan-Ozmore/dp/099981012X/
Palasciano, Andy
The Warrior: The Tales of A Substitute Teacher and Job Coach
This book a first-hand account of someone who claims, " I have always had the
ability to get lost. But through my working career I began to find my way." This
memoir traces his journey of discovery.
I got a bachelor's degree in English from SDSU. I then got an Emergency Credential to become a substitute teacher with no teacher training. The name of the Credential should have warned me: Emergency.
No publisher information at this time.
Patch, A.K.
Journey from Delphi
In the trilogy finale, professors and Lauren and Zak Fletcher run a gauntlet of ancient and modern-day challenges in the hope of stopping a devastating attack on
the US in our near future.
A retired US Navy Caption, long fascinated with the history, mythology and philosophy of ancient culture and their impact on the modern world.
https://www.akpatchauthor.com/
Porras, Margo
Growing Up in La Colonia
The challenges and triumphs of growing up in the barrio of La Colonia, childhood
home of Cesar Chavez and presidential campaign stop for Robert Kennedy, told
by the families who lived there.
Margo Porras has contributed to San Diego Magazine, Mamiverse and
SheKnows. She’s been featured in Women’s Day, Latina and The New York Times
and co-hosts the culture podcast, “Book Versus Movie.”
https://www.arcadiapublishing.com/
Powers, David
Protect The Flock
Leroy Davis became sheriff in the small mining town of Bisbee, Arizona, to track
down his sister’s murderer. Thirty years later, Roy, haunted by Helen’s death, is
still digging for clues.
David Powers grew up in the wild suburbs of Northern New Jersey and now lives
in Southern California with his wife and family.
http://www.eerieforest.com/
R, Crystophver
Intellectual Suicide, Poetry To Die For
From sensual to philosophic, politics to aging, humor, film, writing, and love, 92
poems rampage through a tsunami of emotions, beautifully illustrating the painfully obvious with passionate caring.
Native San Diegan, MFA, Screenwriting, USC, founder of Indian Magique, San Diego Repertory, and Naked Shakespeare Theatre Companies. Award winning Director, Screenwriter, Teacher, and Photographer.
gardenoakpress.com
Ramaswamy, Suresh
Just Be: Transform Your Life and Live as Infinity
Just Be’s essential message is simple. Just be who you are. Who you are is pure
essence. Uplifting, inspirational, and overflowing with beautiful jewels of wisdom,
Just Be will transform you.
Suresh Ramaswamy is a transformational teacher passionate about igniting and
catalyzing the transformation of humanity. He brings an inspired yet pragmatic
approach to elevating consciousness.
https://SureshRamaswamy.org
Readler, Blaine
Earth Log
One morning a pet ferret awakens as a self-aware sentient being, with an innate
inability to do anything that would reveal his abnormal intelligence, and no
memory of what came before.
Blaine Readler is an electronics engineer and (of course) a writer. He is a 3time
SD Book Awards winner, and lives in San Diego with his wife who has graciously
remained married to him for 27 years.
http://www.readler.com
Recore, Kate
Brain Storm: An Electrifying Journey
At 23, Kate Recore developed epilepsy. Misdiagnosis led to 100's of untreated seizures. Her battle with brain disease & drug therapy began--her fight against gender-bias in healthcare continues.
Kate writes, edits, and teaches. An award-winning public speaker, she helps others find their voices. Her battles against misdiagnosis, gender-bias, and the stigmas surrounding her epilepsy continue.
www.rdrpublishers.com
Regenold, Frederick
That Note From La Jolla
When two ex-flames reignite each other there are unanswered questions to
which each feels a right to know. You learn the answers, but the characters don't.
This novella precedes seven short stories.
A Memphis native and graduate of Duke University and the Pasadena Playhouse,
he was a photographer in the Navy and later worked in banking and the hospitality field. He now lives in San Diego.
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1699301735/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=That+Note+F
rom+La+Jolla&qid=1571008399&s=books&sr=1-1
Reid, Dr. Greg
Wealth Made Easy
Interviewed Millionaires and Billionaires to discover their secrets towards creating
a life of sustained abundance.
Author, speaker Filmmaker - published in over 82 books, 45 languages. Recently
received a sidewalk addition on the walk of stars on the Las Vegas Strip alongside
Elvis and Frank Sinatra.
www.gregreid.com
Rex, Greg
STOKED: A Spiritual Journey from Employee to Lifestyle Entrepreneur
You can be the strongest, most limber guy in the world, but if you don’t know how
to go with the flow, you’ll get rejected every time.
Greg Rex has started and help built 10 different companies. In 2002, burnt out on
the corporate grind, Greg decided to simplify his life and become a health coach.
Partnering with co-founder Dr. Wayne
https://www.merackpublishing.com/
Rice, Linda S
The Necklace VII - London, 1815
The first book in a new "Necklace" series that takes James and Susan back to 1815
Regency England to forge a new life together. Will they be able to cope with traveling over 200 years back in time?
Linda is the author of 8 published books including a 6-book time-travel romance
series and a standalone dark romance. She lives in Mount Laguna with her husband and four cats.
https://www.lindasrice.com
Rinehart-Phillips, Vessa
Opening the Third Eye
Opening the Third Eye. Using Past Lives to resolve problems now, take control of
your life with energy, live free of fear, successfully close old relationships, meet a
soul mate, make a difference.
Vessa Rinehart-Phillips, Director of Intuitive Insights School of Intuition, teaches
tools to help people develop their innate intuitive abilities to improve & heal
their lives.
www.MyIntuition.net
Rios, Diana
Dados invisibles
A book based on true facts. Sí about EPOC And Alzheimer who live in this world
and their family.
Diana Rios born in México. This is her 7th book that has been published in many
countries alongside her poetry. Revista Radio de las Artes is her magazine.
Ediciones Alternas
Rittman, Danny
A place where there are no Men
Wars force us to make agonizing decisions and do unimaginable things. A Jewish
man with a forged Christian identity is forced into the SS.
Danny Rittman is a chip designer with broad interests, especially regarding spiritual matters. His father, a survivor of Auschwitz and Dachau, has taught him to
seek the good in people.
www.dannyrittman.com
Robertson, Cynthia G.
Where You See Forever
39-year-old Renee Howell comes to terms with her past while experiencing major
upheaval in her life and discovering truths about her family. Then she meets
someone who gives her life a new direction.
Where You See Forever is Cynthia G. Robertson's first novel. She is a long-time journalist of the San Diego area and writes "Shutterbug Angel," a unique visual devotional with her photos and prose.
www.cynthiarobertson.com
Robinson, Linton
A Gallery of Masks
Poems compiled over decades that explore the concept of masks--and thus issues of identity, appearance, deceit, and other poetic obsessions.
Poet from childhood, veteran of urban reading scenes, poetry published by many
presses over too many years.
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1699005028
Robson, Ann
Guadalupe’s Gift
Kate, a San Diego school teacher, meets Carlos, a Mexican sculptor. With charm
and margaritas, he persuades her to join him for a weekend in Baja. It's only a
weekend. What could possibly go wrong?
Ann Robson was born in South Africa, where she worked as a newspaper columnist. She now lives and writes in San Diego. An Excerpt from her first novel, Marula
Ridge, won a Writers Digest Award.
AnnRobson-Author.com
Rockaway, Kristin
How to Hack a Heartbreak
How to Hack a Heartbreak tackles the issues of sexism and discrimination in the
workplace while delivering a satisfying romance, some incredible female friendships, and a happily-ever-after ending.
Kristin Rockaway is a native New Yorker and recovering corporate software engineer. Her second novel, How to Hack a Heartbreak, was released from Graydon
House/HarperCollins on July 30, 2019.
http://kristinrockaway.com/
Rogers, Robert
The Taco Wagons Murders, A Bishop Bone Murder Mystery
Bone is asked to solve the murders of an influential man in La Jolla and a retired,
lecturing, attorney. He ends up investigating the "Taco Wagons" franchise and
faces death in the process.
Rogers toured the Orient in an intelligence capacity for the Army. Afterwards, as
an attorney, he handled problems for lenders and Government Agencies like
Bone's encounters in his murder mysteries.
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1701884925
Rohm, J.D.
The Eye Inside
Marquesa Piazza is a crime reporter embedded in the NYPD. She has been assigned to help investigate a murder on the campus of Columbia University.
The crime is linked to two unsolved San Diego murders.
J.D. ROHM has written five novels and many works of short fiction. She lives in La
Jolla with her husband of 35 years and her muse Daisy, a 15-year-old Jack Russell
Terrier.
www.jessicadeerohm.com
Romano, Ruby
Shady Gold
Kate Stevens' chance encounter at LAX baggage claim sparks a romance with the
grandson of a known Mafia boss, leading to the most exhilarating year of her life and the discovery of a fateful secret!
Ruby Romano’s gypsy life began when her father was in the service of his country
and they moved every two years. She has lived all over the United States and in
Europe before settling in San Diego.
www.rubyromano.com
Ross, Tanya
Rising Up
In Tranquility, a futuristic domed city, where only positive emotions are allowed
and there is no sickness, a beautiful 16-year-old Empath named Ember watches
her mother die of a mysterious disease.
Tanya Ross is a proud San Diego native. She taught middle and high school for
over thirty years. Writing a book for young adults has been a dream that is now a
reality.
www.tanyarossauthor.com
Rother, Caitlin
Dead Reckoning
This is about the murder of Tom and Jackie Hawks, who were tied to the anchor
of their yacht and thrown overboard- alive - near Newport Beach by transgender
killer Skylar Deleon and a crew of misfits.
New York Times bestselling author Caitlin Rother has written or co-authored 13
books. A writing coach and TV commentator, Rother is writing books about the
Rebecca Zahau death case and the Frozen Zoo.
https://wildbluepress.com/dead-reckoning-caitlin-rother-true-crime/
Rousing, C.G.
The Intenders: We Must Tell the People
A transformative picture book about the power of thought and intention. The Intenders an insurmountable tribe of thought-chasing reality shapers here to share
life-changing knowledge from beyond.
C.G. Rousing loves to create entertaining and transformative literary pieces that
transport readers to a deeper realm where we explore the existential question "Who Are We - Really?"
CGROUSING.COM
Rusnakova, Viktoria
Enthusiastic All the Way: The Daring Journey of a Young Woman Discovering
the World, Herself and Love
A thought-provoking true story of self-discovery shows what can happen when
you stop placing blame on life's circumstances and take a chance to step into the
unknown. Get ready to gasp, laugh, ponder.
Viktoria Rusnakova was born and raised in Slovakia. Earning her degree from Baruch University, Zicklin School of Business in NYC, she spent years working on
Wall Street. Today she lives in Carlsbad.
https://www.lovetakesyouto.com/books

Russell, Lizz
Smiling on the Inside 2nd Edition
This book is intended to provide a wealth of information and resources for patients and caregivers. All while inspiring the reader to continue to stay encouraged and fight GBS. Patient stories included.
In 1984 Lizz Russell was diagnosed with a rare disease Guillain barre syndrome,
and was in school to b a designer. Has overcome the disease and advocates for
others. And is an international designer.
www.lizzrussell.com
Sands, Barrie
The Stupid Things My Human Does. True stories from the Animal ER
True stories from the animal ER is told from the perspective of a cat. His encounters with various other species unfolds into informative, humerus and heartfelt
essays of animal and human mishaps.
Dr. Sands is an Emergency Critical care and holistic veterinarian. She has been in
practice for over 27 years. She is an author, speaker and advocate for animal and
human health and well-being.
No publisher information at this time.
San Diego Writers and Editors Guild
The Guilded Pen - Lost, Found, Still Looking
A collection of poetry, essays, memoir tales, and imaginative short stories categorized as: Lost, Found, Still Looking. Real life experiences, fiction, humorous, poignant, and entertaining.
"The Guilded Pen - 8th Edition, Lost, Found, Still Looking" is an anthology of collected works of 58 contributors, all are members of the San Diego Writers and
Editors Guild.
sdwritersguild.org
San Diego Writer’s Ink
A Year in Ink Anthology Volume 12
Published by SDWI, A Year in Ink, Volume 12 spotlights the freshest poetry, fiction,
and creative nonfiction being written by the community of writers currently working and living in San Diego.
SDWI nurtures writers and fosters a literary community by: serving as a hub, promoting literature, providing artistic development for writers at all levels, and facilitating artistic collaboration
http://www.sandiegowriters.org/
Schares, Stephen Jon
The Old Lady in the Newspaper
Freda writes an advice column. She is her own woman. Tells it like it is -The World
According to Freda. People living on the fringes of their minds now have a Messiah. Just not the one they hoped for.
In addition to this second novel, Stephen Schares has also published a collection
of short stories and four books of poetry. An Iowa transplant, he lives in San Diego with his wife and teenage twins.
BookLocker.com
Schindler, Rose
Two Who Survived; Keeping Hope Alive While Surviving the Holocaust
Two Who Survived chronicles the true story of two children from different worlds:
a city boy and a country girl. Despite their exposure to the horrors of the Holocaust, they never gave up hope.
Rose Schindler, Holocaust Survivor (1929-) Born and raised in Czechoslovakia,
Rose was deported to Auschwitz along with her parents, aunt, five sisters and two
brothers when she was just 14 years old.
https://twowhosurvived.com/
Schmude, Judy
House on Thirty First Avenue
Amy James, born in 1886 in Southern IL was the youngest of nine children, all with
college degrees. By 16 she was teaching and by 19 fell in love and married. Her
story is an American story of success
Judy Schmude grew up in the midwest city of Kenosha, Wisconsin, and has a
Ph.D. in health administration. She is retired from her role in health care leadership, has two sons, and two grandchildren.
No publisher information at this time.
Senthil, Meha
Little Aloe Moves
Little Aloe doesn't feel right about himself and his place in his pot. He decides to
take a leap ...but doesn't quite land where he imagined. Will he find his own true
colors and a place to belong?
Meha Senthil loves to observe her own garden unfold on a daily basis. She hopes
that Little Aloe Moves brings its readers a firm belief in their own unique abilities.
https://www.amazon.com/Little-Aloe-Moves-Meha-Senthil/dp/0692822828 //
Seymour, Alysia
The Raven Wars
Eva must find belief in herself to save her people from darkness. When those she
cares for most fall into the hands of evil, she's forced to face her own demons
and the part she played in losing them.
I write my stories from the heart, based on emotional experiences I've gone
through in my own life. I hope to inspire readers to dream and wonder again, to
believe that anything is possible.
www.alysiaseymour.com
Shenefield, Jennifer
Chance in a Lifetime
The story of a guide dog's amazing journey unravels through his own eyes. From
his unique perspective, readers discover the good in animals and people alike,
and the beauty of the bonds between them.
Jennifer Shenefield resides in La Mesa, California. Chance in a Lifetime is Jennifer's first novel, and a celebration of her love for animals, people, and the beautiful relationships between them.
www.forevermoreliterature.com
Silber, Lee
The Pelican
Livingston Taylor had it all planned out. First he’d rent a cheap bungalow by the
beach to finish writing his final book, while drinking himself senseless.
Lee Silber is the award-winning author of 24 books, winning the prestigious Theodore S. Geisel Award in 2002, and the award for Best Memoir in 2017.
https://www.leesilber.com
Slocum, Steve
Why Do They Hate Us? Making Peace with the Muslim World
Takes the spotlight off extremists and gives a voice to Islam's mainstream. Clears
up misconceptions about Islam, counters Islamophobic political rhetoric, and
points the way to friendship.
Former missionary and peace activist, Steve Slocum, is the founder of SalaamUSA.org. He has appeared on KTLA and CBS8, and is a speaker at churches,
mosques, and community groups in the US and Canada.
www.steveslocum.com
Sowunmi, Lakeysha
Apple Leaves 2: Sky’s Summer Vacation
Skyy is all grown up and she's leaving a place that's familiar to her and going
somewhere that she doesn't want to be. Skyy is determined to stay connected to
her friends from Philadelphia.
Mrs. Sowunmi is a Navy Veteran and has authored two children’s books. She also
works tirelessly as a health advocate, media spokesperson, and community organizer to empower children to make healthier choices.
lakeyshasowunmi.com
Spencer, Pat
Story of a Stolen Girl
Story of a Stolen Girl is the story of a mother’s love and how far she goes to rescue her eighteen-year-old daughter from a human trafficking cartel serving world
leaders, even the President's Cabinet
Pat Spencer is the author of Story of a Stolen Girl and a textbook. Her short story,
Oceanside: A Healing Place won the fiction category at the 2019 Oceanside Library Literary Festival.
http://patspencer.net
Stary, Karen
Captive Truth
A mercenary, gambler, and warlord are drawn together for a high stakes poker
game. The trophy, Christine must use her wits and sense of self to ensure she
does not become one man's prized possession.
Karen Stary is a resident of San Diego, California, and a native of New Jersey who
spent summers on the Jersey Shore. She writes about the fragile relationships
between women and men in today's world.
http://cantputitdownbooks.com/
Stern, Herb
SHAYNA DID IT!
The book is a true story of a very smart dog.
We have published 8 books in 6 years.
No publisher information at this time.
Stewart, C. R.
Britfield and the Lost Crown
Armed with only the word BRITFIELD as a clue to a mysterious past, the two orphans, Tom & Sarah, make a daring escape. Will they be able to evade capture
long enough to solve an even bigger conspiracy?
C. R. Stewart has 20 years of experience writing fiction, nonfiction, and movie
screenplays. His areas of expertise also include film & media production, global
strategy and international marketing.
https://www.Britfield.com
Stout, Carol
Desert Critters Wacky Wisdom
Learn how animals living in deserts have adapted to survive in the harsh conditions.
Carol Stout has a passion for animals and observing their behavior. She tries to
understand what they are doing and why. Desert Critter’s Wacky Wisdom is her
first children’s book.
www.sunbeltpublications.com
Strayve Jr, J.R.
First Spouse of the United States
In a story that parallels today’s political and social unrest, there are no taboo subjects. Follow the sexual and political evolution of a gay activist and his husband’s
quest for the White House.
J.R. Strayve, Jr. has always been fascinated with history and politics. Those interests coupled with a vivid imagination led to the creation of ‘First Spouse Of The
United States’ (FSOTUS.)
www.jrstrayvejr.com
Strickland, Nicole
RMS Queen Mary - Voices from Her Voyages
In RMS Queen Mary: Voices from Her Voyages, author and researcher Nicole
Strickland has answered the clarion call by sharing the sailing stories, accounts,
and memories of former crew and passengers.
Nicole Strickland is a paranormal researcher, author and lecturer from San Diego.
She is the founder and director of the San Diego Paranormal Research Society
and has authored several books.
http://www.authornicolestrickland.com
Sundell, Jenna
The Awkward Years
At an age when it's hard to talk, this book provides thought provoking tidbits to
contemplate and use as conversation starters. Designed to help teens learn how
to create a happy and filled life.
Buddhist monk and meditation teacher who remembers the struggle of being a
teenager shares her wisdom for everyone who wants to be free from suffering.
She is the author of 2 other books for adults.
www.jennasundell.com
Taylor Namey, Laura
The Library of Lost Things
A teen literary genius struggles to find the balance between the ordinary life she
wants, and the reality of living with a hoarding mother, all while finding the courage to seek her own happy ending.
Laura Taylor Namey is a Cuban-American Californian who can usually be found
haunting her favorite coffee shops, drooling over leather jackets and wishing she
was in London. She lives in San Diego.
https://books.harlequin.com/search?w=The+Library+of+Lost+Things
Tello, M.S., Annette
Creative Prescriptions ™ for Women with Cancer
Creative Prescriptions ™ for Women with Cancer, is a creative first-aid kit that specifically addresses many of the challenges faced by cancer patients.
Annette Tello, M.S., is an experienced counselor and coach. The use of creative
expression through art-making was an instrumental tool in her own healing and it
inspired her to write this book.
annettetello.com
Thomas , Jill K
Tales From the Trance
With heartfelt candor and clairvoyant insight, Jill K. Thomas captures an insider's
glimpse into the feelings and issues blocking ordinary people from moving forward in their lives.
Jill K Thomas is an Intuitive Hypnotherapist and author of "Tales from the Trance"
which is her 3rd Book. Jill lives in Encinitas with her husband and more cats than
she cares to admit.
www.soulconnecthypnotherapy.com
Thomas, Rikah
Be at War: Battle for Love
Jacob and Emma discover the true value of marriage. As they build a life together, their unwavering faith and steadfast love cultivate into an unstoppable force.
Rikah Thomas is an award-winning artist, mentor, teacher, and author. She enjoys
inspiring hearts and minds through words and art as she shares her life's journey
with others through her life stories.
rikahthomas.com
Tkachenko, Anton
Living Abundantly on Limited Assets
Part minimalism guidebook, part Los Angeles travelogue, part memoir of an immigrant assimilating into American culture.
Anton Tkachenko was born in Ukraine and was raised in San Diego. He traveled
to 35 countries and 35 American states. His bachelors is in economics and he has
worked in finance for 10 years.
https://www.amazon.com/AntonTkachenko/e/B07YNXKLDM?ref_=dbs_p_ebk_r00_abau_000000
Toft, Robin
WE CAN: The Executive Woman's Guide to Career Advancement
Becoming an executive is no easy task. Becoming a female executive is something
else altogether. Land the job, make vertical moves, and secure a seat at the
boardroom table—with Robin Toft, WE CAN!
Robin Toft is the founder and CEO of Toft Group Executive Search, where she
combines a deep inside knowledge of the life science industry with a passion for
building game-changing management teams.
https://www.merackpublishing.com/
Tour, Anat
Dandy Daddy Long Legs
Meet Dandy! He's not a spider! Follow him as he meets new friends and learns
how to tie his shoes. Beautifully illustrated hardcover book with a jacket sleeve.
An author/illustrator. With a Bachelors with major in Mathematics and a Master’s
degree in Education. Some works of the author include The Rainbow Animals,
Mama Says, Mama's Bees, and Mama's Bag.
No publisher information at this time.
Travers, Joseph
The Investigation of Missing & Exploited Children: The Gateway to Child Sec
Trafficking
Investigation of Missing and Exploited Children is the first comprehension study on
the gateway to child sex trafficking. Saved in America has assisted in the recovery
of over 230 children since December of 1989.
Police/Fire Commissioner, Joseph Anthony Travers, CPI, CCDI, CMECI, is a member
of the Human Trafficking Information Exchange group, Human Smuggling and
trafficking Center in Washington, DC.
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/josephtravers1957
Trujillo, Alan
Essentials of Oceanography, 13th Edition
Essentials of Oceanography covers the full range of our ocean’s biological, chemical, geological, and physical components for an in-depth understanding of these
topics with an environmental focus.
Al Trujillo teaches oceanography at Palomar College in San Marcos, California,
and is a co-author of the leading college-level oceanography textbook Essentials
of Oceanography, now in its 13th edition
https://www.pearson.com/us/higher-education/program/Trujillo-EssentialsofOceanography-Plus-Mastering-Oceanography-with-Pearson
Turner, Scott
Hike the Parks: Joshua Tree National Park
A pocket-sized, full-color hiking guide covering Joshua Tree National Park that tells
you everything you need to know about Southern California's premier desert
park.
Scott Turner is a local hiking guide author. He co-authored the 5th edition of
Afoot and Field San Diego, and has now penned three brand new guides covering
local National Parks.
No publisher information at this time.
Vaden, S.L.
Iris Before the Storm
Iris, is a bounty hunter in the old west. When faced with a gang of outlaws, Iris is
in need of a doctor. Love, torment and connected dreams fill this high action dark
romance.
S. L. Vaden, who goes by L. Has been writing since child hood and has a vivid imagination that helps her create the worlds that are in her books. She writes high
fantasy and dark romance.
www.slvaden.com
Van Sluytman, Antoinette
The Unspoken Words
A collection of revolutionary poems capturing the Unspoken Words of the African
American experience. A reflection of triumphs, beauty, struggle, and strength
with her heartfelt words of empowerment.
Antoinette Van Sluytman is a young Afro-Latina from California who advocates
self-love and empowerment through her creative skills via revolutionary art and
writing.
Instagram
Veterans’ Writing Group
Stories that Must Be Told
These stories and poems have been written by 37 veterans who served in the military from World War II until the present. We are delighted to have 7 stories from
WWII vets and 9 Women Veteran.
The Veterans' Writing Group wan founded in 2008 and this is our third book.
http://www.veteranswritinggroup.org/
Vonderau, Carl
Murderabilia
A private banker keeps a terrible secret. He's the son of a notorious serial killer.
When he's accused of the same crime, he must get help from the monster he hasn't seen since he was eight years old.
Carl Vonderau worked as a banker in the U.S., Canada, Latin America, and North
Africa. Midnight Ink published his debut novel, MURDERABILIA. Criminal Element
called it powerful, poignant, and chilling.
www.carlvonderau.com
Wagaman, Nancy
The Curious Dreamer's Dream Dictionary
Unlock the power of dream symbols with tips, tools, and 1500 symbols defined
for personal growth in this dream dictionary that puts that power of dream interpretation directly into your hands.
Nancy Wagaman is a personal-growth innovator whose techniques enable deep
transformation and life improvement, making applied psychology accessible to
all.
http://www.nancywagamanbooks.com
Walker, Regan
Rogue's Holiday
Robert Powell’s work as a spy saves the Cabinet ministers from a gruesome death
and wins him accolades from George IV. As a reward, the king grants him a baronetcy and a much-deserved holiday.
Regan Walker is an award-winning, bestselling author of Regency, Georgian and
Medieval romances. Her stories often feature a demanding sovereign who taps
his subjects for special assignments.
http://www.reganwalkerauthor.com/
Wallis Taylor, Diana
Hadassah, The Story of Queen Esther
The story of a Jewish girl who unexpectedly becomes Queen of Persia and is able
to save her people from annihilation. She institutes Purim which is still celebrated
today by the Jewish people.
Diana has written 9 novels of Biblical Fiction, 3 contemporary novels, a book of
poetry; an Easter cantata, and several songs. She lives in San Diego, CA .
anawallistaylor.com
Wann, Lizzie
The Hospice Bubble & Other Devastating Affirmations
The Hospice Bubble & Other Devastating Affirmations by Lizzie Wann contains
poetic distillations of her experience with an aging father and his death.
Lizzie Wann graduated with a BA in Literature/Writing from UC San Diego where
some of her professors included Victor Hernandez Cruz, Fanny Howe &
Quincy Troupe.
punapress.com
Washington, Ted
Palabra: Open Mic
Palabra: Open Mic is an anthology containing poetry and prose by the authors
and artist that attend the Barrio Logan based event.
Ted Washington is a San Diego based artist, author and publisher. He hosts Palabra, a twice monthly reading and open mic at La Bodega Gallery in Barrio Logan.
punapress.com
Watkins, Alexandra
Hello, My Name is Awesome: How To Create Brand Names That Stick
The only creativity book with a proven framework to easily create memorable and
buzz-worthy brand names like a pro. 2019 OWL (Outstanding Works of Literature)
Award Winner, Inc. Top 10 Marketing Book
Alexandra Watkins is a leading and outspoken authority on brand names.
She is the founder of acclaimed naming firm Eat My Words, a company that specializes in creating names that make people smile.
https://eatmywords.com/book
Watts, Patricia
The Big Empty
Police Chief Nathan Active investigates a fatal plane crash out in Alaska's wild Big
Empty. What he finds casts suspicion of murder on several local residents in his
village of Chukchi.
Patricia Watts worked as a journalist for 20 years and for a decade as a human
rights investigator. She is also the author of two noir suspense novels,
"The Frayer" and "Watchdogs."
amazon.com/author/patriciawatts
Wheeler, J. W.
Three Pointers
It is written in 3 fonts to distinguish the 3 stories intermingled throughout. 1) a
coming of age of a college senior, 2) a love affair with basketball, 3) the poems
which unveiled a unknown talent.
My books are describe my life, touching on the Midwestern experience from
unique angles. Being born black in a small town in the sixties will do that to you.
In 2019 I completed the third, 3 Pointers.
http://jwwenterprisesinc.com/
Whitaker, JF
The Day Before I Died
A memoir of an Irish Catholic boy on his journey to Vietnam and ultimately to the
brink of suicide. An intimate look at what drives a man to suicide and written in
the hopes we can save just one life
JF Whitaker is an author, recognized thought leader and business driver specializing in organizational change management and leadership. After a 3 year tour in
Vietnam life changed dramatically.
jfwhitaker.com
White, Janet
A Rip in the Quilt
Property developer Wade Thorburn meets opposition from the local Preservation
Society when he moves to the Pacific Northwestern island of San Pedro to build
the home of his dreams at Orca’s Leap.
Janet White has published six novels and a children's book. Born in England, she
has been a San Diego resident for seventeen years. She enjoys music, travel and
the natural world.
https://www.amazon.com/Janet-White/e/B009R4OPC4/
Wildenthal, Bryan
Early Shakespeare Authorship Doubts
This book explores dozens of early doubts (ignored by most professional academics), published before William Shakespeare died in 1616, about the authorship of the works published under his name.
Bryan H. Wildenthal has lived in San Diego for 23 years. He is a professor of law
emeritus and a trustee of the Shakespeare Oxford Fellowship, a national educational nonprofit.
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3007393
Williams, Toby A.
My Lil' Big Ocean
A young girl is on her first adventure to the ocean. What treasures will she discover along the seashore? Seashells, snails and countless fish are all part of Brooke
Lynn's coastal adventure.
Author Toby A. Williams has resided in the Rancho San Diego area with her husband for over 30 years and published her second book, My Lil' Big Ocean (The
BROOKE LYNN Adventures) April 2019.
https://www.amazon.com/author/tobywilliams
Wilson, Dr. Vreneli
Him Burg and Ham Burg
A simply formatted children's book to instill learning to read for those who are
early readers or those who are having difficulties. The story revolves around
Hannah who receives hand-me-downs.
I taught in elementary schools in Imperial & San Diego counties. I also opened a
clinic for children with learning disabilities in Cardiff, CA. I earned my Doctorate
degree from NAU in Flagstaff, AZ
https://www.amazon.com/Him-Burg-Vreneli-Kuhn-Wilson/dp/0999665383
Wright, Kirby
The Queen of Moloka’i Book 1: Based On a True Story
A True Story Adventure that opens in 1916 Waikiki and is based on the life and
times of the author's part-Hawaiian grandmother.
Kirby Michael Wright was born and raised in Honolulu, Hawaii. He is a graduate of
Punahou School in Honolulu and the University of California at San Diego.
https://www.lemonsharkpress.net
Wyckoff, Brae
Demons & Thieves
A thief in search of his destiny. A man in search of his son. The Messiah fated to
meet them both.
Brae Wyckoff is an award-winning internationally acclaimed author of epic fantasy, children’s books, and historical fiction novels. He travels the world training and
equipping other writers.
www.BraeWyckoff.com
Yogerst, Joe
100 Parks 5,000 Ideas: Where to Go, When to Go, What to See, What to Do
Filled with helpful travel tips and beautiful National Geographic photography, this
expert guide showcases the best experiences in the top national, state, and city
parks throughout North America.
Born and raised in San Diego, Joe Yogerst has worked on more than 35 book projects for National Geographic, as well as articles for Conde Nast Traveler, CNN
Travel and the San Diego Union-Tribune.
www.joeyogerst.com
Young, Eddy
The Forsaken: First Strike
Protagonist Luke Edwards is struggling to survive in a dystopian world.
However, he ventures into an adventure that leads him to a world revolution.
Born and raised in San Diego since 1996, Eddy Young graduated from San Diego
State University in 2018 with a Bachelor's in Political Science. Young drew inspiration from Orwell's 1984 and Hunger Game
https://www.theforsakenseries.com/the-author.html
Zimmerman, Andrea
All Buckled Up
Whether you ride in a stroller, a bulldozer, a garbage truck, or a racecar, everybody buckles up! This book is perfect for parents who want to drive home the
lesson that seatbelts are cool!
Andrea Zimmerman and David Clemesha are the creators of many popular picture books like DIG!, TRASHY TOWN, and DIGGER MAN. Long time residents of
San Diego, they are married with three grown sons.
andreaanddavid.com
Zink, Bradley
Band Together - The Legends: featuring Ron Blair
Band Together features the biographies of 10 Rock and Roll hall of Fame Legends,
including Ron Blair, Stevie Salas, Greg Douglass and Roni Lee, and 2 future legends, Lee Coulter and Anthony Cullins.
Bradley Zink has written 42 books, since October 2014, donating 100% proceeds
back to San Diego County schools. With over $100k donated, was named 2018
California Hero by the State Senate.
https://www.amazon.com/Band-Together-Legends-featuringBlair/dp/1726364283

